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to be until another national convention shall change it. Of course, it is
the privilege of any one, inside or outside the democratic party, to urge an
alteration of the platform, and when
such an appeal shall be made it will
be determined upon its merits and not
upon the supposed importance of the
handful of gentlemen who are assuming to tell the party what to do."
so

THE POfJTIFF BETTER
Surprising Ameloriation in Condition of August

Patient.

Remarkable Journey's on Horseback
Across the Weatern Plains.

SLIGHT HOPES OF RECOVERY ENTERTAINED

Dr. Rossini

Conflicting and Gloomy Reports to Paris Papers.
Will Hope After Several Days Improvement.

a. m. The
ROME, July
doctors attending the pope have just
issued the following bulletin, "The
night was passed without sleep, but
from an early hour this morning his
holiness rsted tranquilly. Respiration
Is calm and not superficial and the
level of pleurlc liquid is slightly lowered. The temperature 36.2; pulse
weak, 88; respiration, 28. The general condition of the patient is unchanged.
"Signed, Lapponi, Mazzonl."
Condition Improved.
ROME, July 18., 12:45 p. m. The
but
feeble,
pope's condition seems
there is no indication of an approaching crisis. The condition appears to
have elapsed into one of indefinite
18, 9:40

was questioned at length and told the
correspondent of that paper that the
pope's illness Is necessarily fatal, that
his death is only a question of time,
but that it might not occur for days
On the other hand the
or a week.
Journal-Dispatcpublishes a dispatch
from Rome which quotes Dr. Rossonl
as saying that the condition of his
holiness is better from Jay to day and
adding: "We see little hope. If his
holiness holds out a few days longer
without fatigue and he takes nourishment as he did last night we may
definitely hope for cure perhaps more
promptly than is generally believed."
h

ROME, July 18., 9:10 p. m. The
following bulletin was Just issued:

.

v.

AUBREY'S GREAT RIDE8.

Hi,,

By Chas. Blanchard.
Among the deeds of early life in the
west the famous rides of F. X. Aubrey
from the plaza of Santa Fe to the public square of Independence, Mo., as a
physical achievement, stands without
an equal. Indeed, it is doubtful If the
history of the world can present a parallel to that great ride of 800 miles,
through a country overrun with hostile Indians, a large part of the distance being through sandy deserts,
and leading across rivers, mountalus
and prairies, with only the sky tor
covering and the earth as a resting
place.
An old friend of Independence, who,
knew Aubrey well, in conversation related the following to me, years ago:
"I first met Aubrey in 1848, he was
a young man of about 35, the perfect
picture of health and strength, short,
rather heavy set, weighing about 160
pounds, he had an honest, open countenance and was one of the rising
men of the plains. He was a French
Canadian, came to St. Louis in 1840,
and very soon afterwards engaged in
business as a Santa Fe trader, making
trips to Santa Fe from Independence,
Mo., and spending the larger part of
his time in the saddle.
and
He was a noted horseman,
spared neither man nor beast when on
a Journey. Everything he did was
done with a rush.
"Aubrey made two rides alone from
Santa Fe to Independence. Tha first
was on a wager of $1,000 that he
could cover the distance
In eight
days. He succeeding in reach'jig his
destination three hours before the expiration of the time. He killed several horses In the ride and, It Is said,
that the death of one horse on the
way compelled him to walk twenty-fivmiles to Council Grove, carrying
his saddle on his back before he found
another. He was the lion of the day
at St, Louis anj Independence aftti
that ride. There were many powerful
men and many good rides in those
times, but not one dared to attempt
to beat Aubrey's record. He determined to beat it himself, and on a
second wager, he left Santa Fe in 18- 51 and gave the severest test of.hu
man endurance I have ever known.
"I was on my way to Santa Fe with
.

e
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wagons filled with merchandise and I knew nothing of his
design. When we were at Rabbit Ear
twenty-flv-

L
Pope Leo, XIII, Wlio is Making a Marvelous Struggle
Against Death.

suspense, with ever present danger of
fatal turn. Yet, there Is no Immediate
fear that such a change is near.
During the morning the pontiff remained comparatively quiet getting
some sleep and seeing none except doctors and immediate attendants. For
three days official bulletins have practically been unchanged showing the
patient's condition to be almost stationary. An Italian proverb says:
"When the patient does n it get
worse he Improves very mu.'a," but
with the pope', after the las', two
weeks' experience, everybody has renounced making any predictions.
Undoubtedly symptoms of amelioration exist. In fact. It is known that
Dr. Lapponi and Dr. Mazzonl
the question whether to announce an Amelioration in the patient's condition,, but abandoned the
idea so as' not to raise excessive op-

ft

timism...
The patient's strength Is, beginning
to Increase. The shutters of the
pope's bod room window are almost
closed, the window l open and the
curtains are drawn back, it is reported that steps will be taken io install an electric fan In the rtmra. ' The Pops Better.
ROME, July 18. 7 p. m. The pope
is reported to be somewhat betsr
Ills respiration is easier. Nobody is
allowed In the sick room.
Conflicting Reports.
"
to
PARI3, July 18. A special
Temps from Rome says Dr. Mazzonl

"His holiness has rested only a little
His breathing Is
during the Jay.
tranquil, respiration, 34; pulse small
and feeble, 92; temperature, 36.8 cen
tigrade.

His general condition

Is

"SIgnd, Lapponi, Mazzonl."
Oppose Lemccra'.lc
CHICAGO, July 18. Vryor Carter
U. Harrison desires to
..j a democratic national commt......nan next
j ear and hopes : ) lie regarded as the
cU.tr force in U'.n.ji .a di. cctlng the
democratic politics of the state and
the part the state plays in national
politics. He is strenuously opposed to
the proposed
of the
party and will make his fight for recognition along this line.
The annual picnic of the Chicago
democratic club, composed of the lieutenants and followers of the mayor,
was made the vehicle today for calling
attention to Mr. Harrison's aspirations and his attitude in regard to the
control of the national party. In order
to give a national character to the
demonstration the speakers Included
several prominent democratis leaders
from Missouri, Kentucky, Iowa and
other states, of the middle west, In
defining his Attitude Mayor Harrison
"
said:
"Most of this talk about reorganization comes from men who, however,
eminent, are not especially noted for
tselr loyalty to the party of late years.
Tie platform enunciated by our last
nstlonal convention is the political
creed of the party an J will continue

t.

e

Hill, 175 miles from the old Spanish
City, we saw a man approaching In a
sweeping gallop mounted on a yellow
mare and leading another horse. As
he came nearer, mistaking as for In
dians he whirled and retreated a
short distance, then turned to take a
second look. Our wagons
coming
around the hill proved that we were
friends and putting spurs to his steed,
he dashed past, merely nodding his
head as the dust flew Into our faces,
It was a surprise to me for Aubrey to
treat a friend in that style, but when I
reached Santa Fe, I understood it all.
Every moment was precious. It was
the supreme effort of his life might
and day he rushed on. Six horses
dropped dead as he rode them.
"His own beautiful mare, Nellie,
the one he was riding as he passed
our party, and one of the finest pieces
of horse flesh I ever saw, quivered
and fell In the agonies of death at the
end of the first 200 miles. 8everal
splendid horses had been sent and stationed with different trains on the
trail making it uncertain where Aubrey would find them. No man could
keep up with Aubrey. He would have
sacrificed every horse In the west, If
necessary, to the accomplishment of
his design. It was not money he was

URIAH
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is estimated that the normal population of Dublin, about 365,000, will by
next Tuesday have swollen to 1,000,-00The
banner Is very
prominent among the flags covering
the houses along the royal route.
Meanwhile there is much speculation as to the exact nature of the welcome that awaits the royal visitor.
Frank,
generous end invariably considerate, courteous and
kind, he is of the type of man that appeals to the Irish. Whatever be the
foundations for the impression, it is
generally believed this side of the
Irish Sea that the king is frieudly to
Ireland, and that he would not object
to a revision of the laws which would
give the right to her people to govern
themselves.
In other words, he Is said to be a
Home Ruler, and when, added to this,
it is believed that the Land Bill now
in parliament is largely, if not mainly,
his inspiration, and that to him is due
the release of P. A. McHugh, M. P.,
from Sllgo prison, there seems to be
no doubt that the welcome accorded
him will be typical of the
hospitality of the Irish people.
But it is as a man and not as a king,
Edward VII. will be received here. As
a man he represents a standard that
the Irish people appreciate and admire; as a king he represents the constitution established by the nefarious
Act of Union, which deprived Ireland
of her independence and the right to
make her own laws, and lowered her
to the position of a mere nonentity in
the council of the empire. In these
circumstances the Nationalist
civic
bodies throughout Ireland will, as a
rule, hold aloof from the presentation
of fulsome addresses, or of any address, for that matter.
John Redmond, leader of the Irish
Parliamentary party, has counseled the
eive the king rfjpeclfully,
eople .
lut in io Int'snce to compromla the
te;.tis of NaMonillsm by the presenta
tion of addresses which would be sure
to be Interpreted in England as proof
that the Irish are a contented and hap
py people. Mr. Redmond's advice to
the Nationalist Councils has been ac
cepted as going aa far as courtesy de
mands and honesty permits on the oc
casion. The chairman of tho Irish pol
icy in tendering that, advice has invot ed n
'icy. Ho has merely
repeated the suggestions that Mr. Par
nell gave the country tor its guidance
in 1885.
No Nationalist council will
reject that advice aava one that views
with secret hostility the revival vt the
national movement, and dejlres to
wreck the work in which the Irish
party is engaged by undermining Its
authority and influence. The suggos-tiongive full play to the characteris
tic courtesy of the IriBh people towards strangers, warmed as it may be
here and there into something more
who
than courtesy among those
believe, on whatever evidence, that
the king's personal views are frlcnJly
to a conciliation of Irish National sentiment and opinion.
o
Proceedings of Epworth Leaguers.
DETROIT, Mich., July 18. The pro
ceedings of tho Epworth League inter
are nearlng a
national conference
close, but no abatement of Interest is
apparent on that account, The morning watch services in the Central M.
E. church at 6:30 o'clock this morning
were conducted by Thomas S. Marshall of Salem, 111., and were well attended. At 9 a. m. the gathering di
vided Into three great conferences,
composed respectively of the delegates
and visitors representing the Metho
dist Episcopal church, the M. E.
church, south, and the Methodist Epis
copal church of Canada. Bishop Isaac
W. Joyce presided over the conference
of the M. E. church held In Auditorium
Rov. N, A. Swlckard, of
Epworth.
Aberdeen, S. D., discoursed on "The
Literary Work of the Chapter," Blsh
op E. E. I loss was the presiding officer
at the conference of the M. E. church,
south, and among the speakers were
Rev. T. F. Sessions, Seguln, Texas;
Rev. E. II. Rawllngs, Portsmouth Va.;
Rev. J. M. Nichols, Gainesville, Texas,
and Rev. E. O. Watson, Charleston,
S. C. Rev. John McDougall, D. D. of
Calgary, N. W. T. was one of the principal speakers at the Canadian conference, his subject being "Our work in
the Northwest."
John O. Woolley of Chicago and
Samuel Dlcklo of Michigan, both temperance loaders of national promi
nence, are to speak tonight and among
other prominent persons to be heard
are BiBhop C. B. Galloway, Henry D.
Lloyd, representing the American
federation of labor; Hon. D. D. Wood- niansee of Cincinnati, and Rev. P. A.
linker, D. D. of Columbus, O., repre
senting the American
league. Tomorrow the pulpits of the
leading churches of Detroit will be oc
cupied by distinguished divines who
are among the visitors.
o
d

Time for the Silver Leader to
Bolt the Party that He Twice
Led to Defeat.

HIS PICNIC ADDRESS
Says Cle sland And what lie ltep
resent are Worn Thau the

ltepublieans

DRAWS LUGUBRIOUS

PICTURE,

open-hearte-

warm-hearte-

CHICAGO, July 18. William Jen
nings Bryan addressed several thous
and enthusiastic democrats at Chi
cago democratic
picnic at Brand's
park today: He was received with
cheers, waiving hats, etc., when he
stepped on the platform. Alter a
short introductory speech by Mayor
Harrison, Mr. Bryan spoke and was

frequently interrupted by applause.
Other speakers who followed Mr. Bryan were Mayor Reed of Kansas City;
Jeremiah Sullivan of Iowa, democratic
candidate for governor; D. J. Campan
of Michigan; T. E. Ryan of Wiscon
sin; Chas. A. Walsh, Iowa, was ab
sent and bis address was read by city
clerk, Edward M. Lahoff. Mr. Bryan
said in part:
"Surety if there was a time when
preaching of democratic gospel ought
to be opportune now Is the time. The
character of our party Is to be deter
mined by the manner in which it
meets the present opportunity. Will
our party hesitate or take counsel of
its fears. Will it abandon iU cham
pionship of the people's Interest in
the hope of conciliating relentless
toes or of purchasing a few offices
with campaign contributions that car
ry with them an obligation to be made
good out of the pockets of the people,
"We are handicapped Just now by
the fact that the last democratic ad'
ministration that we had was zcore
subservient to corporate dictation
than any republican administration
that bad proceeded, and the record of
been a mill
that administration-ha- s
stone about the party's neck ever
since.

The influence exerted by Wall

street over the administration's policy,
the use of patronage to reward those
who betrayed their constituents and
employment of most reprehensible of
republican methods made the admlnls
tration stench in tho nostrils of the
people and kept in the republican par
ty many who were disgusted at that
The odium which
party's course.
second
Cleveland's
administration
brought upon the party which elected
him did more to defeat the party than
any one plank of the Chlcagj plat
form or even than all the planks that
were most severely criticised'. The
greatest menace that the party has
to meet today Is not the probability
but the possibility of the party's return to the position that it occupied
from 1892 to 1896. This danger is
not so imminent as the corporation
controlled papers make It appear, but
In so far as It at all threatens, it parallzes the energies of the party and
nullifies its promises.
Such return
would InJIcate a degradation of the
party's Ideals and a perversion of Its
-

purpose."
o

Statement From Attorney.
NEW YORK, July 18. At the office
of Morgan and Seabury attorneys for
George W. Beavers, former chief of
division of salaries and allowances, In
the poBtofflce department, it was said
today that Beavers was not a fugitive
from justice. Seabury said;, "Beavers
is not In hiding. He Is not seeking to
escape the operation of the law. Of
after, but fame.
course I believe In my client' Inno"We had laid a wager that the trip cence, but I beg to bo excused from
would be made In six days.
making any statement at present
"At the end of five days and thir- which I think would bo premature", I
teen hours, exhausted and fainting, may make a statement later."
he was taken from a borso that was
trembling from bead to feet and covWreck pn the Lakes.
ered with sweat and foam at tho
MONROE, Mich., July 18. The
southwest corner of
tho
present news was telephoned In from Polnte
He tank Aux r. Aug
square of Independence.
today that a vessel was
Into a stupor, from which ho was hot wrecked and Is
flying distress signals.
aroused for forty-eigh- t
hours."
Another vessel about two mlloa south
"A short time after this last feat
of Stony Point Is also flying signal
that made Aubrey famous throughout of distress.
the west, he was one night sitting
0
leisurely In the rotunda of a West-por- t
Ireland's Welcome to King.
hotel where a large crowd of
DUBLIN. July 18.- -A II Dublin, and
people were discussing the merits of
that great ride, some few advanced In truth, all Ireland, Is on the qui vlve
In anticipation of the King's comlnar.
. J
Continued on Pago Five.)
Visitors are already pouring In, and It

M OTHER FLOOD

All

Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana Have a Visitation
of the Waters

JANESVILLE BUSINESS BLOCKS

IN DANGER

Thousands of Acres of Growing Corn Neer Warsaw Railed. Exag
r
gerated Reports from Gardner; Flood in Germany

d

-

ana-saloo- n

Ideal Lai Vegas summer weather.

JANESVILLE, Wis., July 18. A
rainfall of three Inches here last night
has caused the river to rise two feet
Should the levee
in three hours.
above the city give way many business blocks are liable to be swept
away.

priate memorial exercise were held
in the cemetery of San Ferdinando. A
long procession inarched to the cemetery wherein lie the remains of the
Illustrious soldier, who led the successful struggle against the Maximilian empire The procession included
worklngmen's societies, members of
the federal, district and city govern
ments, scientific societies, officers of
the garrison, members of congress and
members of the liberal patriotic committees. Orations were delivered by
prominent public men and at the con
clusion of the exercises the tomb was
almost burled beneath tho floral of--,
ferings of the different societies and

Report Unfounded.
JOLIET, 111.. July 18. The report
of the destruction of Gardner, Illinois
In the storm last night proves untrue.
While the storm was the worst in the
history of the town, no lives were
lost and no one was Injured. A few
houses were damaged and considerSeable shrubbery was destroyed.
Masonic lodges.
.
vere damage Is reported by rain and
O
rrC
wind but no fatalities In this vicinity
Damaged.
Crops
have been reported.
LA CROSSE, Wis., July 18. Reports were received here this mornOdor on trie Rampage.
ing of a severe rain storm which
OLOGNE, Germany, July 18. The
swept over the country twenty miles
continuous rise of the Oder is caus
south of here last night, washing
ing the greatest alarm. The entire away many small
bridges and doing
portion of Ologne in the neighbor
damage to crop.
hood of Cathedral Is submerged and
'"
-o
tho principal bridge crossing the Oder
Corn Destroyed.
Is threatened. Large areas of Srlde
WARSAW, nd., July 18. A severe
most, Schresau, Boberlng and other storm,
heavy rain that fell today, desmall towns are Inundated, caunlng
stroyed thousands of acres of growing
a number of fatalities.
corn. Whole fields east of this placet
o
comprising an area with a radius of
Serious Damage.
six miles were ruined.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., July 18. Reports of damage from yesterday's
Tannlt Tourney.
storm are coming in from many parts
CINCINNATI, July 10. The ARB
of the state and are to the effect that Cincinnati
open tournament for the
In
crops are battered down flat.
championship of Ohio, Indimany Instances it will Jio impossible ana and
Kentucky was formally opto harvest grain crops and the only ened here
today and will continue
recourse left to the farmer will be to
through the 6i cater part of next week.
turn their live stock into the fields for Tin attsnuftace is tho
"

Trl-Stat- e

pasture.

0
"
Storms on Lake Michigan.
Storms are particularly severe on
Lake Michigan. Thousands of dollars
damage was wrought to the government pier which protects Milwaukee
harbor. It Is stated that great piles
were uprooted and tossed about like
foathors. Contractor Miller says that
paving stones weighing as much as
fifteen tons were displaced and tossed
across the breakwater as though they
weighed but a few pounds.
Shade trees were uprooted in many
sections of Milwaukee and hundreds
of cellars were flooded because of the
Inadequacy of sewers to carry off the
flood. Two Inches of rain fell In Milwaukee. Madison reports 3.04 Inches
at Janosville, Broadhead and Chippewa Falls report severe storms and

washouts.
u
"
Celebration.
Shrewsbury's
LONDON, July 18. Many American

minor railroad

tourists are preparing to visit the

an-

cient town of Shrewsbury during the
coming week on the occasion of the
celebration of the 500th anniversary
of Its great battle, which occurred on
July 21, 1403. The celebration will
begin tomorrow with appropriate services in the old Abbey church. The
next few days there will be performances of "Richard II," "Henry IV."
"Henry V.'t and "The Merry Wives of
Windsor" by Benson's Shakespearian
company.
The battle which the celebration is
to commemorate Is famous as one of
tho fiercest and most docisivo contests
ever fought on British soil, as well
as by reason of being mentioned freThe strugquently by Shakespearo.
gle was betwen the forces of Henry IV
and those of Hotspur; the warlike son
of the Earl of Northumberland, and its
effect was to mako the former's posi
tion on the English throne which he
had usurped stronger than It haj been
up to that time.
o

Jaursi't Name la Honored.
CITY" OF MEXICO, July 18.-- Thls

turaaracnt

be.t at any

of the kiiii ever held In
this section. The events consist of
men's singles and doubles, ladles' singles and doubles and mixed doubles.
The winner of the men's singles
will be called upon to play the
champion, Raymond D. Little,
who has won two "legs" on t'.:0 present challenge bowl and who will become permanently possessed of the
trophy In the event of a victory ia
tho approaching contest.
tri-sta-

.

Ohio In Storm Region.
PITTSBURG, Pa., July 18. Tcrrif-fl-c
rain and wind storms swept over
Indiana and Ohio carrying down wires
and doing much damage.? The wind
to have attained a cyclone
velocity and at some places the tele
graph poles were lifted out- of th
ground and the wires were twisted
Into all sorts of shape. Every wire
Is down on the road between Mansfield and Toledo and no wire
are
working on the Cleveland and Pitta-bur- g
road between these points.
-

Railroad Brotherhood' Msoting.
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind., July 18.- -A
meeting of the five railway brotherhoods is to be held in Indianapolis
tomorrow. Wages, It is aald, will be
tho principal subject of discussion. It
is reported that some roads in the
central traffic association have not advanced wages to the standard of the
western roads, and that others have
not made advances that are satisfactory to the men. Chiefs of , the flvo
brotherhoods, together
wlth, other
leading officers, are expected to attend
mo moetmg.
'
o
Mrs. Walter C, Hadler and her ae.
corapllshcd
daughter, Miss Carrie,
passed through tho city on their way
rrom FtilladtiJphla, to Albuquerque
where they will spend several week.
Mrs. Hartley Is the widow of the late
Walter C. Hadler who made a
big
fortune out of the famous BridarChan
ber mine at Lake Valley, N. M. 8bo
Is tho donor of the Hadle
xiim.in.
gleal laboratorr and science hall.

was the birthday anniversary of the part of the
university at Albuquerliberal party president, Benito Jaurei, que The bulldln
la in mom.
and in honor of his memory appro her hMoand.
vr-?.
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UTABUYECDjm.
tto skirt flares very
bottom, having a few ap
plied tucks to finish It
e
Completing the gown Is a plnkisa-whltstraw turning up at the side and
front a trifle, with a large satin bow
under the brim, while the top is mas
sed with blush roses.
Mention has been made before of
N.
the new silk grenadines which are
flavor.
in
They
constantly growing
-CROCKETT BUILDING, SIXTH STREET- are as sheer as gauze and have a
White grendlne
fine silky finish.
with a pattern of strewn roses forma JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
the material of a lovely summer
nt
A. R SMITH,
gown. The design is elaborately
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
trimmed with squares of tucklngs and
This
HALI.ETT
deux.
RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
lace outlined with entre
cen
down
the
runs
directly
trimming
1ST IX
tre of the front of the skirt and ha A GENERAL BAMIXG BUSINESS TRANSACTED,
narrow pink ribbon run through, it.
It also extends around the top of the
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
circular flounce which finishes it at
full
bottom
and
the
and
falls
lng
& HAYWARD,
over the feet, with a slight dip in the
ISSUE DOMESTIC AND F0REI6NQEXCHANGE
GROCERS.
back. The upper part fits closely over
BUTCHERS u4 BAKERS.
the hips anj is plain in the back.
The bodice has a deep yoke formed
LAND SCRIP.
Maximum Speed of Automobiles.
of
these squares run in with pale
use of
land scrip
the
WEEKLY FASHION LETTER.
in
race
Ireland
By
automobile
In
the
pink ribbon. The yoke comes down
made a run of title can be obtained to government
machine
the
winning
con
quite long over the shoulders and
land without cultivation or residence
STYLES DESCRIBED BY EXPERT tinues down the centre of the front 368 miles at a sustained speed of sixty
hour. For a part of the dis- thereon. All you need to do is to give
an
miles
FROM NATION'S METROPOback
and
at
the
It is hooked Invisibly
miles description and show the land to be
was sixty-eigLIS.
blouses in front, having a long pink tance the speed
annual meet of the of the proper kind; we do the rest By
the
an
At
hour.
ribbon sash tied In a tiny bow in the
automobile club reason of the exhaustion of the supply
Ohio,
Columbus,
Many Dainty Dtvless for tht gummtr back, with the ends falling over the
made ten miles which has been quite limited the price
one
machine
4,
July
Innovations
Time. No BUtling
aklrt
seconds. is advancing. We have a small amount
minutes
and
in
nine
to
tisnss.
Show Gives Way
No wardrobe is complete with a
was a yet on hand to soil, that Is fully guarIreland
the
In
speed
highest
black hat and a black gown. The latanteed. We also deal in real estate,
seconds.
mile in
18. Flower ter
JULY
NEW YORK,
out either In
may be carried
loans and investments.
use
been
In
automobile
The
bag
,
Gotn-amscented gowns are not fa4 In
lawn, mull, net or point d'esprlt, but
HUGO SEABURG,
achieved
it
a
few
hag
years, yet
bat a permanent fashion. Deli- the fabric par excellence for a black only
Springer, N. M.
for long distances equal to
a
speed
cate Mnons mouasellne and vaporlne hat this summer is tulle, the very
of our fast railway trains. Our
that
besprinkled with niarguerltoa, rosea, finest containable and shirred from
NOTICE.
constructors and engineers
nota are scented with corresponding rib to crown. A pretty idea Is to alter railway
Notice Is hereby given, that the
have given fifty years of study and exnot are scented with correpondlng nate rows of tulle with point d'esprlt.
between
periment to the work of Increasing partnership lately existing
sachet and so adorned my lady Willi- using as the only trimming a tiny the
and mail us, the undersigned J. G. Wagner and
of passenger
speed
ses by leaving behind a delicate frag- wreath of pink, or white, or red rose- trains. Tracks have been improved C. F. Myers, carrying on a general
rance that delghts the sense of mere buds under the brim.
with speed in mind, Cars have been hardware business at Las Vegas, N.
man and excites the envy of
Contrasting sharply, but daintily built and wheels modeled to reduce M., under the firm name of Wagner
woman.
& Myers, has this day been dissolved
with the black hat Is the white chif the time between distant stations.
A cream white mousseltne has me- fon parasol. The height of luxury Is
At first the highest ambition of the by mutual consent. All persons indallions diamond shaped set around attalnod in this accessory this season, railway engineer was to run a mile debted to said firm will pay said C.
the bottom the skirt above which are shirred and puffed endlessly on the a minute. But as early as 1882 loco- F. Myers who has paid and discharged
the United all debts and liabilities of said firm.
Croups of tucks, then another row of outside and finished on the Inside motives were built in
Dated July 15, A. D. 1903.
medallions and so on until the hip with soft draperies of chiffon. The States with a speed of seventy miles
J. O. WAGNER,
The yoke has a long handle la of carved white wood an hour, and four years later a train
yoke h reached.
C. F. MYERS.
a- gold tip.
violet
with
a
with
run
filled
a
Central
made
New
York
Interlining
on
the
padded
With the all black parasol may be of 14? miles at a speed of sixty-fivwork of the
. sachet since the ground
tnousselllne is cream covered with vio- worn a hat of pure white crepe in miles an hour and a run of ten miles
miles an
Secreted here and there in the Mary Stuart shape with a rather at a speed of seventy-fivlets.
lace trimmed bodice are tiny little sharply pointed front. The design Is hour.
THE
In 1891 a train ran from New York
sachets of the powder which afford almost severely plain, being entire
most;commodiouss
Juit long enough whiff of the perfume ly composed of flat folds gracefully to Buffalo, 436 miles, at a sustained
laid. With the hat goets a white net speed of 61.56 miles an hoar, and in
to create a desire for more.
dining room
of the world's fair year of 1893 a train
band
with
face
veil
a
woman
when
season
the
This is
AND
was given the speed of a mile in thirty-It Is white crepe as a border.
almost Intuitively economies.
hour.
EXCELLENT
an
two
112
MOST
SERVICE
miles
or
seconds,
Speaking of crepe suggests the
therefore not surprising to learn that
main
have
that
time
trains
Since
attracof
most
one
the
IN THE CITY
many leaders of fashion In order to thought that
miles an hour
save a pretty penny and at the same tive fabrics of the season for Shirt tained a speed of ninety
IS FOUND AT
auconsiderable distances. It the
time have their sachets of blghelst waist suits is a white Japanese cot for
ex
of
few
a
after
tomobile,
years
only
excellence, compound their own frag- ton crepe, embroidered in red or blue
can bo given on ordinary
rant powders. A delightful and last- polka dots and French knots. A suit periment,
t
miles an
not expensive for It roads a speed of
ing odor is made from ten ounces of of this material Is
done
with automowhat
be
hour,
may
and
sixty-liva
cents
costs
yard
mixed
only
flowers
lavender
powdered
biles specially constructed for speed
with three ounces of powdered ben-joi- is thirty Inches wide. Plain Japan on
... CENTER STREET.
specially constructed roadways?
be
and
white
ese
in
colors
may
crepe
of
ounces
and
six
Cyprus powdor
Naval constructors have been work
cents
a
twenty-fivas
as
cheap
one and one half drama of oil of lav- bad
ing for a generation to increase the
yard and its crinkly surface makes
ender.
The fastest
IP YOU ARE TO MEET ANY
speed of war vessels.
emwhile
touch
of
a
The carnation embroidered llnong ap- up well with
has a speed of less than
battleship
FRIENDS AT THE DEPOT
or heavy lace.
peal especially to women who like broidery
twenty miles an hour, our fastest
for
TO
bodices
TAKEiTHEM
Some
pretty separate
crimson effectse. The skirt of a charnv
miles an
cruiser a speed of twenty-fivseen.
are
still
Very
cool
DUVALL'S...
evenings
Ing model has a deep flounce of heavy
hour, and our fastest torpedo boat a
FOR A
miles. The autocream lace threaded here and there pretty Indeed is a white satin foulard speed of thirty-fou- r
white Irish
With crimson silk. Above the flounce elaboratoly trimmed with
mobiles in the race in Ireland were
0O0DJDINNER.
is a band of embroidered carnations, lace, falling quite full in front and driven forward at a speed four times
efbolero
as great as that of the Oregon In her
finished with a strip of ' Insertion cut off across tho back with
fect. At either side of tho front are famous voyage around the confluent,
matching the lace flonce. The fulness
velvot rib and two and a half limes as great as
about the hips is taken in with tiny two bits of electric blue
turks extending all the way around bon run through with falling ends the spoed of the cruiser Brooklyn
the figure from either side of the front from the centre front; a high crush at her best.
CENTER STREET
ed girdle of the satin encircles the
width.
CLASS WORKMEN', f
..FIRST
in
In
movement
started
been
the
has
A
to a point
The bodice blouses over a girdle waist, coming down
L. 0REQ0PX Pra.'
M
.0.
front. The sleeves are of satin tuck France to decrease the infantile death
Of liberty satin embroidered In carnato
rate
as
the
so
to
the
elbow
from
and
the
requisite
"provide
tions enmeshed In medallions of lace. ed above
of lace, quite full. The number of troops for the army." By
The yoke Is a transparent affair In cuffs they are
crescent the way, which is the better way, to
nonssellne and lace. Coming down collar is lace, with a Jewelled
let the baby die while in swaddling
in
behind.
it
holding
place
over the shoulder sleeves to the caps
Wholesale aus) Retail Dealealn
no end to the patterns of clothes or to have it grow up to be
is
There
sleeves
are
the
military-looof
rather
COJUX AK3 FEED
HAY,
lace mtts shown in the shops, black sbott
ing strap that are robbed of their
Stock and Poultry Food
and white, both plain and embroider
severity, however, by being carried
The present position of Europe Security
not appear
does
but
in
it
ed
colors,
out in the embroidered lace and finBath 'FhcnM 323.
seems to be that Turkey is not to be
ished very simply at the back with a that they have croated a furore as yet. allowed to fatten herself even it she V 429 Manssinares Avsnue. V
It can not bo said that the effect of
Jeweled stork' pin.
war.
tnits Is so tak should win a
the black
Some bf the diaphanous plaids are
Ing certainly not as much so ss open
A Ac
nothing les than fascinating.
work stockings, but why it is hard
Is
French
In
white
silk
effect
otdedly
to tell.
with a tiny green plaid In It.
The White kid and
patent leather belts
bodice hooks up the back Invisibly
are being put aside for narrow ef
and Is tight fitting, while It blouses
fects In linen and suede with gun
somewhat In front, being all In tiny
metal buckles. The belts are slightly
Across the front, coming to
tucks.
broader In the back than at the front
point, Is a design In cherries and and this is convenient for the woman
leaves embroidered in silk over it. whose waistband not
made after
This design is on the cuffs and forms the newest curved being
design, compels
collar
the
around the throat.
Many her to pin her drese higher at the
of the smartest gowns are scantily bark to
gain the fashionable pulling.
supplied with nerk bands, tho narrow
Maude Griffin,
4-il.l- P.
8
est strips of lace or embroidery being
o
for
collar.
the
The fash
employed
Cattle Shipments Live Stock In V
Ion Is cool and besides affords an opspoctor 8amuel Locke of Magdalenn
of
off
the
portunity
wesrlng
that two big shipments of cat
dark ring that high stork Invariably reports
tie will leave Magdaiona for Denver
Can
esves on the throat.
hadfat the Right Figure.
before the 25th. One train load goes
Coming to a point In the front of to Denver, shipped to II. M. Porter,
the bodice is a crushed girdle. The Denver representative
of the
Inquire at
Ited
sleeves are tucked above and have Wver cattlo company. Another train
wide lace Insertion caught together load Is scheduled to go to Denver, the
1
to form the lower part, coming into shipper being Mr. Williams, of MagUie cuffs quite full.
dalena.
The skirt is close fitting above
The German minister of war has rehaving a corded yoke coming round
the hips then down the front panel signed because he was criticized by
from this outsiders. It Is very evident that he
loping toward the feet
sencl comes the lae about fourteen dldnt have the true
bOow
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OOLUMM

E. G. MURPHEY,

UATER MELONS
J

Druggist i

2c per Pound.

and
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Crockett Block

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware
Wall Paper,

Chaffin & Duncan,

Sherwin-William- s'
Jap-a-La-

e

DullstSng

fifty-thre- e

H

Papers

36.

IAS VEGAS,

i Day i
HlaM.
EADQUARTER5. .
. . CAFE AND RESTAURANT
B. F. FORSYTH E 4 CO., Prop,

..

--

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
COAL ACJD VOOD.
PHONE

Las Vegas

Slxih Strut, Between Grand sad R. R. Avenuel

o,
Pabrt, Varnishes, Enamels,
ElaiaHta Roofing, Tar, Fait,

.

'

Bookseller.

GRAAF

fifty-fiv-

mot-

Cuisine and Service
best to be had

Bole Aeents for Green Blver.Old Grow,
Edgewood and Bhenrood Bye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters In Season
Cold Bottles PomerjSec.
Mumm's Extra Dry.
Cor. KellroM Avenue rod Mater street

IT. Mm

i

ever-lovel-

aeuoHtum

Dread and Pastries
war. baamoh.
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DUVALL'S
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LasYesTeleptoCo.
LINCOLN

I

AVENUE.

Electric Door Bells. Annunciators.
Burglar Alarms, and Private Tele- - jg
puuoes at j&eattUDauie uiiius.
EXCHANGE

bA

RATES

V.

0. II.

Orpins: SiM oer Annum.
Bssidksck: lis net Annum
CO At). N. t
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E.losenwald&Son,
PLAZA."

Our

NOIrAK

A Weber

Gasoline Engine
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THE OPTIC.

offlce-boldln- g
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and then slouej around spirit
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Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

We gave the public
was a big success.
exactly what we promised did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.

OFOun

SonimiMKBD0

k

I

ADAMS, Manager,

New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

(r

I
I

I.

1848.)

The only insurance company operating under a state law ol
providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the moa
liberal terms and best advantages.
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e
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OTILL UCJGOLD
VJill to dicpoccd cf ci very LOVJ PRICED.
rOR

OzzforcJo, Lovj Gbooo

end Fancy Glipparo,

we aro hacdsuaricratfta host end
ntoat complete lino ever displayed,
mhown In cur Shoe Department.

GIVE US A CALL

New Linejof Kid Gloves

FOR EARLY FALL TRADE.

Just Received
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new
Engineer Caldwell was the only
name on the engineers lay off board
this morning.
Clifford Trainer, call boy at the
round house, was laying off today celebrating his nineteenth birthday.
Brakeman Gorman, better known
intimate friends as "Bill." Is
off
for a few days' recreation.
laying

to bis

...

time of the year as is now the case.
Just at present stock shipments predominate, two trains averaging 18 cars
passing through the yards daily. The
consignments are made up entirely of
sheep shipped from Arizona and New
Mexico. They are being taken to San
Diego county where they are placed
in pasture. The orange shipments are
keeping up remarkably well considering the lateness of the season, 35 cars
being iced and sent over the Hill last
night The average consignments have
been a few cars above this "batch"
and there is no sign of abatement

World's Fair Notes.
Iowa's state building is practically

Brakeman Stainbrook has the lay finished.
ff plug after his name and has cast
is
The big Manufactures Palace
aside the brake club for a short per nearly under roof and the construction
iod.
Is progressing favorably.
Mexico's National Pavilion is finishThe ball game between the Deca- ed and has been accepted by the Mexis
will surely can
pods and the
government's representative.
come off tomorrow according to all
The Forestry, Fish and Game palace
reports.
is well under way. This Is the last of
the big exhibit buildings to be erected.
Boilermakers Bert Harrison and
The towers In the center of the
Jack Evans left yesterday for Kansas north facade of the machinery palace
of
have been finished. They are 265 feet
City to spend a thirty days' leave
absence.
high.
The frame work on the twin restau
but recently rant pavilions that overlook the casConductor Hannam,
promoted, but who is nevertheless an cades region has been finished and the
old head in the matter of handling the workmen are applying the staff..
All excavations for the waterway
train book, is marked up on the lay
The substrucoff list.
system are finished.
ture for the cascades is done and the
work of applying the staff will begin
R. S. Sumner, chief engineer,
N. M., advises the Railway soon.
The Palace of Varied Industries
Age that this company has completed
the extension from Cox Canyon to was on July 1st turned over by the
contractor to the exposition authoriRussia, N. M., 4.1 miles.
ties. The great building Is now ready
i
the Installation of exhibits.
for
superintendSuperintendent Floyd,
The steel frame work on the power
ent of the stock yards has not resigned his position but Is merely laying house west of the Machinery Palace
off for a couple of weeks to secure was finished early in July. In this
some much needed rest, and Pierce building will be generated the 38,000
r
required to operate the
Murphy, Jr., is acting In his etead
exposition.
his
absence.
-during
Transportation Building, the largest
in
the
en- of the exposition buildings
were
men
busily
of
A large gang
conis
"main
rapidly
being
picture,"
stationgaged today in moving the old
structed. Work was begun Immedery engine from its present stand in
It
the round house to the outside where iately prior to the dedication.
feet per day.
westward
grows
thirty
Is
When
new
stationed.
the
engine
Workmen have begun applying the
the removal is completed both engines
of agri
will be used to supply, the power to staff on the immense palace
'
contractor
is
culture.
working
The
keep things moving in the house of
three shifts of men, and will have the
great griefs. The new engine was in
big building reaJy for the installation
operation today for the first time.
of exhibits
December 1.
All-Star-

horse-powe-

t

by

p

H. S. Tighe and J. O. Gregg of
have entered suit against the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
company for $9,999.99 for damages alleged to have been sustained through
the negligence of employes of said
company in the loss of a building by
Are. The Are was caused by the explosion of an oil stove, and the plaintiffs allege that the negligence consisted in the use of an inferior oil as fuel.
Albu-querq-

More Damage Suits.
Two more suits for damages have
ieen filed at El Paso against the Mexican Central.
One Is a suit of W. J. Fewell, guardian of Jose Bullen, a minor, for
for the loss of his right leg while
In the employ of said company as
brakeman, between Tamplco and La
Barra, on December 13, last.
The other is a suit of William Joseph Wooten for $25,000 for permanent bodily Injuries sustained while
In a collision at San Louis Potosi on
May 8th, 1903, while employed as conductor. This defendant Uvea at San
Antonia. Texas.
$25,-00-

0

Mexican Central.
The Mexican Central, which enters
Mexico at El Paso is now trying to get
a shorter route to St Louis, the objective point, of most Mexican trade
with .the United States The, present
route Is over the Santa' Fe railroad.
'This Idea is' to compete with ther Mexican National railway, which follows
the; Gulf' shore.'
A survey has been made for a road
following more closely' toe Gulf shore
with a point of entrance at Laredo,
but so far the projectors have been unable to secure the right of entrance at
that point, owing to an agreement between the Mexican government and
the National railway.
:

y

To Help Mrs. Qrafstrom.
The Railroad Gazette says: At the
Saratoga conventions a fund was start-- t
to build In Topeka, Kans., a monument in memory of Mr. Edward F.
Grafstrom, mechanical engineer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway,
who was drowned June 2, while rescuing residents of North Topeka from a
flood. The members of the technical
papers represented at the conventions
formed themselves into a committee
It Is a disto receive contributions.
tinctly worthy undertaking and contributions are invited, to be sent to Mr.
fl. P. Bush, of the Buckeye Malleable
Iron & Coupler company, Columbus,
Ohio, who is treasurer of the fund. It
Is probable that a portion of the money
raised will be in the form of an annuity for the benefit of Mrs. Graftstrom.

Work has begun on the hortlculC6
building.

It

will be finished

The Hancock MinIncorporation:
ing company filed articles of incorporation in the office of the territorial
secretary, J. W. Raynolds. The cap
ital stock authorized is $250,000 di
vided into $126,000 of preferred shares
and $124,000 fo common shares. The
incorporators are: John W. Avery,
George R. Allison and Horace G. C.
Thornton of New Tork City and state.
The principal office of the company
will be maintained at 185 Montgomery
street, Jersey City, N. J., and the local
office is situated at Deming with Sea
man Field as local agent. The pur
pose for which this company is in
To acquire
corporated are given:
mines containing or thought to contain gold, silver and other metals
and minerals, In the state of New Jer
sey, in other states and territories of
the United States and in foreign coun
tries; to mine or build upon, or other
wise utilize all land acquired;
to
acquire be lease, purchase, lease or
otherwise acquire facilities for hand
ling ores and petroleum; to acquire
the rights and good will of persons,
firms or other corporations; to manufacture, buy, sell, and deal in every
kind of merchandise, goods, etc.; to
acquire personal and real property.
.

The strike of t'io Montreal grave
dipgers is the worn of all. It incon
veniences people who have no way of
retaliating.
Some Kentuckyiiis act as if t!ity
would be perfectly at home in that
part of Enrope referred to as "The

'a!lfanv

lw

for 4w

What Becomes of West Pointers.
Chicago Chronicle.
A broad general classification of the
graduates of the military academy up
to date shows that West Point has
given us 1 president and 2 candidates
for president, 8 presidential electors
and 4 members of the cabinet, 29 diplomatic representatives, 24 members
of congress, 122 other federal officers,
18 governors and lieutenant governors,
85 members of state legislatures, 124
civil and 178 military officers of states,
64 city officials, 230 educators, 236
railroad officials, 233 civil engineers,
214 judges and lawyers, 22 clergymen
and GO men of other professions, 268
business men, 230 farmers and planters and 172 authors.
Dr. Barrows

says

that the

SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., July 17.
Never In the history of the Santa Fe
has there been so much freight busiJapan is speaking softly and carryness on the western division at this ing a big gun loaded tor bear.

.HENRY

America
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Baths end Sanitary Plumbing
Throughout.
Lerflo Sample R.oom for Cera.
merolel Men.
American or European Plan.
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our $1.25 LADIES?
WE offer
SHIRT WAISTS, -

HC

Special at
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KM0N0S, valued
at 60c and 75c, - Special at
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CEO. E. ELLIS.
Proerloler and Owner.
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Prompt Table Service
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FUe Proof. Eleotrlo Lighted.
Steam Heated. Centrally Loo tod.
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.lid-Sum- mer

IP-T-OP

Me.ne.gor, Albuquerque, N. M.
Supt., Las Vega. N. M.

141.

HOTEL

$20,000

RICHARD A. McCURDY. President
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THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.

Special at

Largest
in the
world

Geo. T.

And the Only Exclusive Dry Gooda Store.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OP

Oldest
in

LEVY

liINtinAMV

$10,000
10.000

!
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SIXTH STREET

MUTUAL
We w York

A SPECIALTY

& Richards Co., Tucutncarl, N. M.

ALL our 15c quality

t
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HIHHI1
CERRILL03

Mill

SOFT COAL

Anthracite Ceel, ChareealUind
Weed.

WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.

MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY

HAY

.

and

GRAIN

Try our Sunday Dinners.
AMERICAN PLAN.

FIRST CLASH HBRVICB.

We make Specfa' Bates to Single Parties and Families
and Board

LAB VEOAH,
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and

-
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seeking Room

U Colo 'Phone

DUlLOZriO

LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

17ALL PAPSn
Tl

OFFIQEi

A large and elegant Una
of the rery latest de- signs just in
ffiiLJ

'

itef Ormntt Aw...

Vczss FZsao, 100.
.

Denver & Rio Grande Ry. Co.

Milt and Mining Machinery built and repaired, Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Casting mads. Agent for Chandler
A Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boilers and Haw Mills, Webster and Union
Gasoline Engines and Hoiaters, Pa raping Jacks. Best power for
Pnmplng and Irrigating pnrposes. Mo smoke, no danger.
Also the
Ideal and Sampson Windmills aad Towers. Call and see us.

c. adlqn, pnopxizron.

The Scenic Line of the World

The most direct line from New Msxloo to all the principal cities
mining camps and agricultural districts in
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington
Trains depart from Santa Fe, .! M, at 9 a. m. and arrive at 6:
p. m. daily eioept Sunday, making connections with all through
east and west bound trains.
All Through Trains carry the latest pattern Pullman Standard
and ordinary sleeping cars, chair cars and perfect system of
Dining cars, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations made by telegraph upon application. For
advertising matter, rates and further Information apply to
B. DAVIS.

S. K. HOOPER

General Peeeenierend Ticket
Agent, Denver, Cole.

10 yds Nottingham Lace, 15 inches,. . .39c
10 yds best calicos for
49c
10 yds best cheese cloth
49c
10 yds
crash.
,49c
10 yds
69c
dimity
10 yds unbleached muslin
69c

..............

29-in- ch

12
12

COR It E C T
COMMERCIAL

PRINTING

yds best lawns and fancy diraities.$1.00
yds best percales and colored

orgaades....$1.00

Letter Heads
Envelope

Head
Program
Invitation
Catalog
Not

Blank Book
Receipt Book

For July. 1903,
Just received a new line of
Chefs' and Barkeepers' Jack
ets, Vests and Aprons.

S2.98
for

In ethec words

&6e

Optic Job Rooms

We turn out
Everything a
Printer knows

Hewlede))

at....

R. P. HEGGER,
,

;

Plntp

?appHan.r.

Grand Are., opp. Baa Miguel IfaaBaek
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way to

cure criminals Is to exterminate their
evil tendencies. In many cases this
would not leave much of the criminal

dross

estate will receive

or you receive this If you live 30 years.
Information as to terms cart be bad by wrlttaf

MD PELTS

V

to buy $10,000 in 5 per cent. Gold Bonds
from The Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York, payment to be made during
20 years in annual installments, and you
die after you have made one payment, your

commencing

New Mexico.

WOOL, HIDES

Register.

County Institute For Teachers.
In accordance with section 1612 of
the compiled school law of New Mexico, there will be held In Las Vegas,

grade certificates.
At the close of the Institute the regular teacher's examination will' be
given, due notice of which will appear
In the English and Spanish papers.
JESUS Ma. QUINTANA,
Supt of Schools, San Miguel County,

Sr.mples New On Display

tion 1, T. 14, R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation of Bald land, viz.:
Nasario Martinez, of Treuientlna, N.
M.; Vidal Trujillo, of Trementina, N.
M.; Isabel Ensinas, of Trementina, N.
M.; Timoteo Martinez, of Trementina,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

--

4 CO.

Prise Wall

j

Las Vegas ano Albuquerque, New Mexico.

i

before

August 17th, 1903, and
continuing two weeks the San Miguel
county institute for teachers.
No teacher will be allowed to
teach in San Miguel county, who does
not possess a certificate of attendance upon some county or city normal
Institute, or summer school held within the year or who has an approved
excuse for not attending.
The fee for each teacher Is one dollar which is the lowest amount allowed by law.
I have secured as conductor of the
institute Miss Maggie J. Bucber, who
Is a member of the county examining
board of education.
Miss Bucber has had a long experience In institute and public school
work, and will give Instruction in all
subjects for first, second and third

Yours Truly,
ALFP.EO PEATS

homestead entry No. 5017.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.

$500 e. year for 20 years
Then csvah
Total guaranteed In gold

T You am th's only agent we
T will have In Las Vsgaa during
T the present season.

WHOLESALE HERCH ANTS

15, 1903;

IF YOU CONTRACT

Mr. George T. HIM,
E. Las Vegas, N. M.
Dear Sir:- -.

(laoorporatod.)

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., July

1

iminii'

Gross, Kelly & Company

There is talk of a corner in dla-mods. This Is terrible, but we have court commissioner at Las Vegas, N.
come to the point where we refuse to M., on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
Garcia y Salaz, for the NE14 of Secworry any more.

winter and the conservatories will be
used for tender plant exhibits arriving
this fall. April 30 next is the opening
day of the exposition.
Work on the mines and metallurgy
palace was delayed because of the
floods in the south.
Several shipments of lumber were lost and new
orders were filed. Work is progressing rapidly at present. The contractor will be ready to turn the building
over November 1.

Mine Sale: A mining deal of considerable Importance to Silver City
and Grant county was consummated
in Silver City Wednesday by which
the Samson group of mines In the
Burro mountain mining district, sixteen miles south of this city, passed
into the hands of W. Capthorn of
Canton, Ohio, representing Canton
and Pittsburg capitalists. The original owners of the group were George
Sublett and Robert Thompson, and It
Is understood they received $25,000 for
the property. , The group comprises
five claims, the greatest development
being on the Samson, after which the
group takes its name. The Samson
Is one of the most promising copper
mines In the district, large bodies of
copper sulphide ore being opened up.
It Is the intention of the new owners
to put a large force of men to work
at once and as soon as the best method of treating the ore is demonstrated
to erect a large mill on the ground.

3

WALL

77

TENTS.
Other

SiiU is Preportlea.

lc. Ladies' black and fancy belt pint.

10c. Ladies' and Misses' silk mitts.
10c. each for Ladies' Empire Fans
25c. each for 59c grade Misses' Linen Skirts
25c. each lor 75c grade White
Skirts

Pique

49c each for 75c grade Blue Duck Skirts.
69c. each for $1 grade Pure Linen Skirts.
19c for Ladies' Black Lawn Waists, sizes
32 and 34
$1.43 for Ladies' Melton Walking Skirts.

Small Vcar
Boy'sroR.
SCHOOL.
4c. each for Cambric Handkerchiefs.
18c. each for Boys' Linen Shirtwaists.
19c. for Boys' Knee Pants.
49c. for Boys' Knee Pants.
49c. for Mother's Friend Shirtwaists, 85c

and $1.00 values.
19c for Men's Overalls.
49c for Boys Night Shirts.

9

LAS VEGAS DAILY
CHICAGO IN TROUBLE.
tary sanatorium has proven disastrous
Chicago Is having trouble over 'its
by crowding the Institution far beyond
its capacity. A naval sanatorium will, street railway franchises. In 1859 the
almost certainly be established In Illinois
the
legislature
granted
PUBLISHED BY
New Mexico. The most advantageous Street Railway company franchises
The Us Vegu Publishing Co location in the vicinity of Las Vegas. covering a period of twenty-fivyears
and In 1865 the legislature extended
Let's go after it
' STA6LISHCD 1079the period of the grants from twenty
KANSAS CROPS.
five to ninety-ninJAMES GRAHAM MeNARY, Editor.
years.
The Kansas newspaper correspond'
were made by the legThese
L. R. ALLEN, Business Manager.
grants
ents are having their fun at the ex- islature before the
right to grant
Entertdt ( ihi potlnfflce at Lu Vega pense of the remarkable crop condi- franchises had been vested in the mutions existing there, as evinced by the
matter.
mt econd-ela- n
nicipalities of Illinois.
following:
Since 1865 the Union Traction comwho
Interviewed
A correspondent
Rats of Subscription.
pany has built many miles of street
the governor of Kansas reports, him railway under grants from the city
Pally, per week, bt earlar. ......
as
having said:
councils. It has built or acquired
mtHiin,
cwnw..,.
par
uj
uaiij,
b wall.......
Dall. am wih.
"The, corn grows so fast out at miles of lines over streets which had
Dally, throe DKtnUia, by mall...
... 4 00 Bailey ville that I am compelled to no existence In 1865 or
mall..
I. all mouths,by bmall.....
for years af... 7 W
year,
8S m
... 100 come to Topeka occasionally to get a terwards, and yet the court has given
....
year,
UltUc, pt
good rest. I cannot sleep at night in an order implying that it holds the
should report to the conntinr my home town because ot the canoriginal ninety-ninyear franchise
or inattention on the
teom aar
nonading of the bursting ars.
carriers In the
lines since built or .pur- art of
over
'
all
the
12e",lS
n
aa hire The Optic
two grains from an ear of chased.
:.
;.t;.
to their depot la any part of the city by the It takes
canters. Orders or complaint can be made corn to make a luncheon this year, in
of Chicago which was beThe,
city
la
m
person.
by telephn
stead of one, but three grains will
ginning to look forward to municipal
make a square meal, etc."
ownership of its lines sees, instead,
Tba Optic Will not; under any clrcoip
of the
M. Rockefeller,
brother
stances, be responsible for the return or Cua
the prospect of Its present slavery beof any rejected manuscript So Standard Oil magnate, who owns a
safe
rewill
to
be
this
win
made
rule,
ing continued for over fifty years to
exception
Nov pill
gard to either letters or enclosures. concorn-llarge ranch tells his troubles as fol- come.
n
iiie editor entisr luto correspondence
lows:
rejected manuicrlpt.
Its authorities expect to lay the
"My cattle are all choking to death whole matter before the United States
swallow the
because they cannot
supreme court as its only hope. The
grains of corn. I have been feeding experience of Chicago Is another exthe corn, grain by grain, as it comes ample ot the folly of a city giving
SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 18.
,
through my patent trip hammer sbel-ler- mortgages on the rights of posterity.
In their
are
the
lodging
but
grains
We want the Oalllnaa government
WU TURNED DOWN.
throats and choking them to death.
reservoir. ?.
According to the report received
I am looking for a corn pulverizer
In reDon Margarito Romero will rebuild and a breed of cattle with larger from Minister Conger at Pekln
of
Wu
humiliation
to
the
Ting
etc."
gard
etc.,
mouths
and throats,
El Porveulr.
A Kansas congressman
explains Fang, former minister to the United
A record breaking year for cropa In
bow the farmers In Rice and Barton States, the Chinese government must
'
San Miguel county.
counties Becured all the laborers they have far from appreciated this counThe .mountain, resorts near Las .V- needed at less than the market price: try's manifest appreciate of their
"The farmers in those counties raise distinguished representative.
ega arjnneiiialled In the world.
The regret which was felt In social
large quantities of rye, and this al
the university ways ripens just before the wheat and diplomatic circles at Washington
The new catalog
choolotjnu8lc,t, A'buquoraue, an This year heavy rain fell just as and Indeed throughout the whole
ttractlve little pamphlet, it before the rye crop was ready to harvest, country 'over the recall of Minister
the
and the grain fermented. The rye Wu gives way to astonishment at his
4
as stills, and as a result degredatlon to a more clerical position
The acta of the legislative assembly stocks acted
of
brand
a
whisky was brewed that upon his return to China.
cf Mew Mexico la thirty Attn session
Our state department can not but
excelled by any grown
not
b
oould
nrenaredi by, Territorial Secretary J
feel
this attempted humiliation
When
In
or
Missouri
Kentucky.
W. Raynoldi,' hive been Issued from
went to trains to through the rebuke of one who was
wheat
the
growers
the omoCof the .ewgtary.
hire men who had been consigned to so tbooughly in sympathy with the
A rash contemporary suggests that other parts of the state, they offered American people, and while it will not
as breakfast Is not the. principal meal fair wages and all the whisky the be officially noticed, it will certainly
The farmers be remembered.
of the day, some enterprising firm men could drink,
ought 'to turn Its attention to produc lost their rye crops, but got plenty ot
HAS EARNED IT.
etc.
ing a dinner food. Why not let bad cheap labor, etc. etc., etc.,
The Optic learns that Chief Justice
;
to vls't his old
enoughfaloony
Twelve Harvard students, all from Mills is intending
for
home
in
east
the
a short vacation.
Jones
Rule"
"Golden
says
Iun.
The
Boston, applied Saturday at the elate
The Judge has certainly earned the
he would raljieV gdto Jail than to emolovmont bureau In Kansas City
the. Unit filiates senate, It Is no for work in the Kansas wheat fields right to a rest and recreation. Ho has
reflection on the personal character They had "bummed" their way to held all the terms of court on time
be is fully as Kansas City with their pockets full at the periods fixed by law, has clear
of Mr. Jones tftsajr
ed up the dockets which were much
likely to go there.
of money. They are out on a Jaunt
behind when he assumed the duties
for the fun of it. They spoke freely
of his office, and when court was not
Carrie Nation started a crusade in
on everything except their Identity.
In session the chambers of the chief
Ht. PaiI lasrwoef afcl dashed Into a
mum.
The
On this subject they kept
were always open for busi
saloon where she at once began to tell
justice
loader ot the party, a giant In phys ness.
The
.
lives.
awful
their
about
people
said: "We are going out to the
Seldom, If ever, have the people had
bartender quietly reached for a solUor Ique,
wheat fields Just for the novelty of a better Judicial administration end
syphon and pressed the button. Mrs.
the thing. We shall harvest wheat, they appreciate It
Nation had to leave or drown.
drive wagons, carry water, eat bacon
wmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Judge Mills' idea as a judge may be
A man In Bed all a. Mo., claims that and corn bread with the rest of them concentrated In the words, "Bo Just
sand Is a sure cure for dyspepsia, and We return to Boston and Harvard to and fear not."
eats a bit every day. He goca on the work this fall. We beat our way here
The best wishes of the people will
principal that a chicken eats It, and on freights, leaving Boston early last go with the Judge in his home vIkH.
If It Is good, lor a chicken it must be week. We had a pretty good trip The Optic congratulate Judge Mills
We were put off trains once or twice, on the success of his work on the
good for a man. Th4 workings of a
Missouri mind are indeed Interesting. but usually 'brakles' permitted us to bench, and hopes for him a phasant
ride on condition that we help load trip and Bafe return.
A girl In Hennessey, I. T., had a coal. This was easy. You see, we
aebto with a Mtfesuske the other have never beon out west before, and Mr. Bryan explain that be delayed
his comments on the Iowa democrat
day, and Anally tapped It on the nose when we saw that Kansas was howl
with a club and killed It. Then the ing for men we got up a party and de ic convention bocause he "had not secured the Information necessary tor
girl started to run away from the cided to come out and see what the
an Intelligent discussion ot the sither
broke
ankle.,
west
fell
and
looked
like."
but
corpse,
uation." It Mr. Bryan had been equal
which goes to show that it Is not safe
When the Island of Heligoland was ly cautious In regard to other matters
to feel safe.
named there must have been a pre- his frequont discourses on the finanOne of the most attractive school sentiment as to the way it would final- cial question would still be undeliver- publications of the year Is the annual ly o.
published by the students of the New
Mexico Military institute at Roswell
the Bronco, It It to be noted that the
atudents have In the last issue conformed to the correct Spanish spelling
ot the word. Last year they used the
objectionable "b". The Bronco comprise more than a hundred pages. It
It written and well Illustrated.
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The death ot 61r John Douglas Armour of the supreme court of Canada
will not disturb the Alaskan boundary
commissi, ot whip hft war a Canadian member. Ills place will doubtless be lmmesiaWry filled,' and the
commission will meet In London this
awnth, acordlng to the program. Sir
John wah'born in Ontario In 1830, and
was educated at. the university of
Toronto.
Cardinal Olbbona will doubtless represent In the next conclave more Roman Catholics than any other single
member thereof, since be Is the only
cardinal In the United State. American Catholic, consequently,
represented by a single vote, will have
rcry slight influence on the choice of
Leo X Hi's successor. Certainly Cardinal Gibbons himself will not be
that sucessor. The next pope will
doubtlost be an Italian.
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WATCHES

The Philadelphia Enquirer boils
down the political situation to one
brief paragraph when it says the democratic campaign must
be
waged
against the prosperity that has made
the country so great, and certainly
such a campaign cannot be a winning
one.
Journal-Democra-

expressed
by General
Baldwin, commandant of the department of the Colorado, favoring the
aUWiirrrr"WjMa "big government
will be
by the people of Las Vegas.
tz. ' ' gf Ut government to
the naval

t.

FOR

8alt to' Prevent Cancer.'
-

New York World.
In a long study of jnallgnant cancers, Capt. Rost, a young medical
officer in India, has found that the
bacteria attending the disease develop
only when the natural chlorine ot the
body falls below the normal. By adding to the chlorjne of the food, especially by increasing the use of salt, he
claims to have' cured .one .patient in
the eight treated, and to .have benefited the others.

Cut Out "Obey."
New York ""Mall and Express.
The general synod of the Reformed
church In America
eliminated
has
from the bride's response, in its marriage service, the word "obey." As
the Reformed church Is one of the
bodies which believe in making their forms correspond with their
communicants' real belief, it probably
feela that by this action it has merely
ratified the previous decision of the
American wife, who has eliminated
obedience from her rule of conduct.
Digging Up Uncle Adlai.
Providence Journal.
There is no' good reason, of oourse,
why Mr. Adlal E. Stevenson, of Illinois, should not enjoy a "boom" for
first place on the democratic ticket
as well as any other politician of the
party. ' He could not possibly be elected, and it would do neither him nor
the nation any harm if he ran. He
hat been twice a candidate for
and has held that office
once; and judging by his record, he
would be willing to stand on any
platform, whether of Kansas construction or not.
Oldest American Civil Building.
New York Tribune.
The oldest civil building In the
United States Is the quaint old adobe
palace of the governors In Santa Fe,
N. M. This long, low structure In the
second oldest city In the United States
has been the seat of government under the Spanish, Mexican and American regimes for nearly 300 years. It
now contains the museum of the New
Mexico historical society, of which L.
Bradford Prince, a native New Yorker
and former governor of New Mexico,

75c
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Pianos In Tha Flood.
Kansas City Journal.
A reporter at Topeka finds that 312
pianos were destroyed In the North
Topeka flood. If these Instruments
had an average value of $300 the total
would amount to $93,600. One thing
Is certain, not a single piano which
passed through the flood will ever
be used again. Pianos are commonly
regarded as of strong and substantial
construction.
To look at those which
passed through the Topeka flood one
would conclude that they were as
fragile as a house of cards. Their
woodwork Is swelled, bulged and split
Their veneering has peeled off like
paper from a wet wall. Their Inter
nals are warped and twisted out of
all semblance to an orderly machine.
They have been thrown out into the
streets, without an exception, to be
hauled away with other rubbish.
A

heart-tohea-

correspondence

WATOH INSPECTOR.

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mens Straw Hats.

S3. 50 Box Calf and Vict Kid
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$2.75
up sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s.zes
and widths clean-u- p sale price.. ..$1.60
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Oxfords, all sizes and widths clean$2.00
up sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes
73c
sale price
. clean-u- p
,
Boys' f 1.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
all sizes clean-u- p sale price
75c
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
sizes sale price
25c

Men's

I

Times.

T l "i

YUm!

Received Daily
--

I RYAN & DLOOD
Both PhoM.

007 SIXTH STREET.

50c
Hats--clean-u-

p

$1.00
82.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
.$1.50
Men's $2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price . . v,
$2. 00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
sale price.
,15c
Men's

.

lot
fNE
blue

2t

to 5

of Infants $1.00 red and
Sandals, sizes P
sale price - D

clean-u- p

fl

Vall PaperS

i--

6.

i
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I
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ON THE ROAD

I
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Meal
Quick
Ranges
end tha Perfect
Challenge Refrigerators
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DICK

1

GROCER.

M AS Oil I U

TEMPLE,
1

Full Assortment Fishing Tackle
llammooka In Variety

MiMMMMf)M

SHEEP

Crown the Feast
agoodSabd Dressing

DIP

TANKS

ALL

SIZES

CADDLEJ2Y

la deliolous on every kind
ot salad.
Hot or Cold
Meat, Fowl Eggsand Ver-

.

vat
aarensxlofty

itable.

Ferndel!.....

!X

"1003

IS'

UtK

1

'XHorx
la tha smoothest, richest X

.

and tastiest, most relish- Ing combination of pure
rancid.

85 Mid
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i

ccmu.

tngradlonta. - Nona so
good, it never gets ran- -
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..DOUCIIEtVS..
MIIMM Mill MUMS. II

For SW

Las

'Phone
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Wholesale and detail Dealer In

X

etc.

If yon want to gain flesh and feel
well drink j Macbeth
water; pure,
sparkling, refresh Ins, medicinal; delivered where yon want It by Pfter
Roth.

imt

PltUnaer baa Just received g fine
assortment ot picture) frame mouldings and mats: alao tba latest patterns
and oolortnn In wail papaa. S20
-

D. N. Willivms.
v DENTIST V

uwi

LaaVagaa. N.

VEQAS, N. M.

JsrrsiMos Ravmolds. President,

M

Unas. Vlre-PHaixst Rati olds. Cashier.

Hkrmajt D.

H. E. VOGTAXO.
Sl
Staam

,a

Plaza Trust ft Savings Bank,
LAS

m4n

..

w ii

little things of yesterday.

Th masH
aaJlanc
IW Vsv.aa.Dato Dstittetnr. V V
Bridge) St.

sWnd

DO Hot nnarrwillA tYtn ntuintnit r,t o
savings account even if it is small at
first. The his thinm nf tnA
IV.

ESTABLISHED 1SSS.

Dr.

Yii

in mftnyeaspfi "datd'Cbeir
prosperity
aay ,ney made tueir Brat deiiui me
in
a
bank.
seems
to encourposit
It
age thrift and improves the owner's
business methods.

DRUGGIST

J.R.SMITH, Prep.

W

MorveVed Men

;

131

tMft

Veils

-fry - .v.:

O. G. SCIIAEFER

MMtlMMIIIIIIMIIMH
Vet-a- s
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Hats-clea- n-up

llooRE Lumber

4
paid fin- Mllllmr Wheal
Colorado Hoed Wheal for Sale Id Season
IAS VCOA. N. M.

BY-

Men's $1.50 Straw
sale price

Straw

notExquisite
to be seenpatterns
elsewhere.
Very largo and oholoe variety!
oompleta seta for walla,
oolilngs and borders.

CAR LOAD

'
WHIAT.
niftiest cash orlre

Berries

sale price
-

High Ajct

I

Watermelons

P

r

Men's 75c and $1.00

r.laoonlo
Tcntplo

be-

tween a Minneapolis girl and a young
man in another state was terminated
very auddenly last week. The young
man had inscribed, a tender epistle to
his Iteloved and In reply received a
short note which read like this:
have been married two years, and I
Inclosti a rA4
ifr jbtfy.t My husband and 4 aveeojofW your letters
very much, but I guess you'd better
stop writing now. as I have to spend
all my'time nllading the baby.". The
young man Is looking for another cor- -

GOS Dc&slam Avonuo.

SALE

United StateB."

I

T. A

;

Owing to the backward spring, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
than usual at this time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now- is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p
sale. DON'T WAIT.

.

Fc!r.

- - - -

(BLIZACJ-QII-I?

WANTED Colored
porter, first
class man; apply at La Pension. 7 109

Honors WciW
Yosts lis .

CI.OO

enough for an outing watch.

jowctsr end Optician.

Prince considers
president
this "the most historic building in the

Perry Onion pays cash and good
price lor household goods. Mont
Carlo HalL Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- t

Efc?$t

85g

Gov.

is

resflOTdCTt-DttBTe-

win

CAMPING

not lose a valuable watch
when you can get an

Do

,

The view

M
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ana)

S. R. Dearth
i

Hot WaUf

Hasting.
Bepsiriig Prtaptly Doie.
aims
Oonver Seventh and Douglas Ave.

Undertaker and
Bmbalmer.
Cut Flowers

i

AS

and Monuments.
Beth 'Phones.
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(PERSONAL
Felix Martinez is up from El Paso.
Andrea Montoya of Tecolote, was
In the city today.
W. G. Haydon left, this afternoon
for eastern points,
f
W. E. Oortner will leave' tomorrow

J
'
Goshen, ndiana.
Mrs. C. Waring left today for California on a pleasure trip.
Mr. E. L. Hewett"went dowji to his
Tecos ranch this afternoon. '
Tom Breenoae wf 'the old, timers,
-wag In from the country tojay.
Miss Mildred Browne past a mile
:stone on life's highway yesterday.
Division Supt. Easley was a south
.bound traveler on his prlTat car to- -

lor

D. A. Suliet,

actlnf general

fore-

man, was In the sltyf- - today from
Raton.
Chas. R. E. Llebschner anj wife
are registered at the Rawlins house
from their ranch.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills and son.
Wilson left today for Washington
and other eastern points.
N. V. Gallegos, the competent county clerk of the new county of Quay,
is here on matters of business.
Placido Sandoval, the old pioneer
of this vicinity, was In the city today
from his ranch near El Porvenlr.
J. R. Bell and family of
passed through the city yester
day afternoon, ticketed to Parsons,
Kans.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Pierce returned
last evening from ' Louisville. Kv..
where they spent a delightful few
weeks.
A. E. Powell, route, agent for
the Wells-Fargcompany,
passed
through the city this afternon, south
o

" i bound.
Mrs. Chas. Kehrman, two children
and Miss Long'left for Harvey's
mountain resort this "morning for' an
:

-

..'.

outing.
D. J. Osborne and his cousin, Ward
Lynn, left this morning for a seventy
mile drive to the former's ranch. They
will return Monday.
J. E. Chamberlin, Denver; S. A.
Douglas, Washington; Mist Gertrude
Bayless, Columbia, Mo., are on the
register at La Pension,
R. L. Oak, Los Angeles; Paul L.
Turner, attorney Cedartown, la., are
the latest arrivals ta register their
names at the Plaza hotel.
Susano Garcia accompanied by his
three brothers was in the city today
from San Miguel calling. on the wool
merchants with their clip.
J. N. Coe, Fort Stanton; Pablo
Mares, Ocate; M. J. Stanton, Denver; ' S. Maxwell, Albuquerque are registered at the Elodrado. .
Chas. McNair, son of T. B. McNalr.

city salesman for Browne, Manzanares
Co., arrived In 'the city today from
St. Louis on a visit. to his brother..
Mrs. Chas. Lynn, ulster of Mrs. A.
R. Quinly, and little, son arrived in
the city
Kansas City,
on an extended visit to her sister and
i lit t'
family.
M. Greenwald, Perry, Or T.; T. F.
yestej-daxJtrbn-

Mlshou, F, W. Arnold, Poeblo; W B.
Wallack, Albuquerque are those who
have their names on the New Optic

'

register.

'

,

Mrs. W. U. Shang and sister of Los
Angeles, who have ben the guests of
Mrs. W. S.' Williams "for "some days
left this afternoon for Chicago to visit
,
relative.- F. T. Woodward. Trinidad; S. H.
Fields, St. e?b. W. Craig and wife,
new iotk; a. e.orqjuisi, uenver;
8. S. Newburg, NBiKburg, N. Y., are
me latest arrivals Blithe castaneda.
W. H. Coleman, who has been acting
as night police eraser, (or some
months past left today for the City
:
of Mexico where Ire. ha secured a no- ;
.
smon witn me Mexican central. raili
road,
,;
1
i
Miss Lydia Ward, sister of the Rev.
Frank C. Ward, pastor of the Bap- the eum- fqi c)urch, isernerjpiomend
bttther. The young
tterV'tn
Jadyefcme by w4y of Denver where
- she attended the C. EV convention.
ChasYXehrmam, the . St. Louis shpe
VMm mncn- aloamsn' and , famMv lft
.r( 'M, -. ,,
Mr.,
for
Harvey Is testHarvey's.
ing
ing a new plan. That of having the
guests go to ine springs on me electrics and thence drive to the carriage
'
,
house.
.
Mr. and . Mrs. Harry'' Hartley and
their two daughters left this after
noon for San Francisco and other
points in the Golden state where they
will visit with relative for several
,

-- T

mtHu

Jf

iFCJ3

--

Miss Maggie Bucher, superintendent
of the Las Vegas public schools left
this afternoon to spend a few vacation
weeks In California. The lady had
expected to get away earlier, but the
aftermath of school duties detained

her.

AUBREY'S GREAT RIDE.

BRAG

(Concluded From First Page.)
the opinion that Aubrey would find his
'
the
peer in the assemblage, while
great majority of those present doubted that Aubrey could be beat. Sud
DON'T MAKE
denly Aubrey stood on a chair so that
everybody could hear him (he was of
short stature,) and exclaimed, 'Gentle
men, this is Aubrey himself, I have
$50,000 in a St. Louis bank, the whole
amount, or less, is at the disposition
of any one here who will not only
beat my record, but who will do as
well.' The controversy ended with
this, no one daring to accept.". .
In 1852 when provisions and bread
People know where they get
'
stuff brought fabulous prices in the
their money'$ worth every time.
gold camps of CalIfofia?rrtreJ4u8
expeditions had been undertaken from
New Mexico 'with sheep and cattle,
all via the Colorado
route, with more or less success. 'And
when Aubrey announced his intention
of making the trip with 18 picked men
starting from Albuquerque west to
with any house in my line
San Francisco, he was advised
by
never
reach
would
friends that he
on anything they offer.
his destination or never would return
alive.
"Aubrey knew of the Arizona desert
and was aware that numerous tribes
of wild and cruel Indians Infested that
territory, that but few white men
had penetrated, but he must satisfy
his spirit of adventure and Aubrey's
I have secured from two of the biggest
bravery commanded so much confi
one
tailoring1 houses in the United States a concesdence that he could readily find
orders sent in
sion of 10 to 20 per cent on
hunded men willing to share his danbef re August 1st, and I am giving all of this
gers and laurels.
"After nine months, Aubrey and the
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
remainder of his band, eight in all,
to order your suits and trousers.
returned to Santa Fe, where he was
received with great demonstralion by
the people of the capital. The
of that journey, as related by
one of his men, to me in 1864, would
fill a volume of most Interesting Inci
dents, hair breadth escapes, disclosing
the ability and great courage of the
leader of that dangerous expedition.
"Another remarkable feature of
that tiger of the desert, was that, af
ter an engagement with the relskins
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
or after the loss of his men through
11 a.
m., rooms with bath and electric light:
CHURCH:
BAPTIST
or
the
of
sickness,
hardship
journey
Call at
the pastor;
subject, convenient to both towns.
Aubrey never neglected to give decent preaching by
188-t- f
burial to the dead and shed tea:s "Voices From the Grave." 8 p. m., 1015 Dougles avenue.
Subject,
preaching by the pastor.
over their graves.
Prices Much Reduced on Hats.
Frank
"The Creator Remembered."
'
Dress hats, street hats, outing hats,
Another divorce suit has been filed C. Ward, Pastor.
all sharply cut in price to sell out for
in Colfax county.
This time it Is
ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH the season
Ladles furnishings also
Maria Concepclon Cantou who Is su
Rev. Charles J. French, Pastor: at lower prices.
lng her recreant lord and master, Holy Communion 7:30 a. m.; morning
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St.
Frank P. Cantou for divorce. She prayer and sermon at 11;
Sunday
states that they were married Febru school and Bible
class, 9:45. Evening
ary 16th, 1899, and lived together tin services at 8 p. m. All are cordially
til July 6th, 1899, and during all that welcome.
time she conducted herself as a fond
of the
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
loving wife should and treated hLn
Rosenthal
Furniture Company,
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor: Serwith kindness and affection, which
seems not to have been appreciated as vices will be resumed in the newly We will shortly remove to the
since the last date mentioned be has renovated auditorium tomorrow mornNew Duncan Building
refused to live with her and has utter ing. Morning worship
with Holy
Next to the Postofflce.
ly abandoned her to the mercy of a Communion at 11 o'clock; no evening
For
the next 30 days,
church
school
and
cold, pitiless world, and on July 29th
worship. Sunday
1899 he forced her to leave her home pastor's Bible class at 9:45 a. m.;
(Commencing July 1st, 1903),
and hunt quarters elsewhere. She ac Christian Endeavor at 7 p. m. The
We offer every Item In the
cuses him of cruel
and Inhuman church especially welcomes to the
FURNITURE
DEPARTMENT
treatment and says that he would not communion service strangers and vis
at
allow her parents or friends to visit itors who may be In the city this
20 per cent Discount for Cash.
her or she them and further that she Sunday.
was not allowed to sit at the same ta
exactly as represented.
Everything
Services Now Is
FIRST M. E. CHURCH:
your time to secure the great
ble with him and children by a former
tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock. Sub
est bargains ever offered in New Mex
marriage and was treated at all times
ject,
"Joseph of Arlmathea." Even ico.
as a servant. He ordered and direct
eervise at 8 o'clock. An address 82.80 for $3.50 Metal Beds, any size.
ed the children to strike and abuse lng
on theme of great Interest illustrated
$1J0 for 12.25 Woven Wire Bed
her at all times and threatened vio
with stereoptlcon views;
Sunday
lence if she attempted to chafetlso
Springs.
a. m.; Epworth League 82.00 for
$2.60 Gold Medal Folding
them. She further states that on Feb school at 9:45
at 7:00 p. m. Cordial invitation to the
Cots.
ruary 9th, 1899 he entered Into an an
contract with her to convey public.
$6.80 for $8.60 Golden Oak Cheffon- certain real estate In Raton to her if
lers, 6 drawers.
Department Man Visiting William
she would consent to marry him, but J.
Burrows, of Washington, D. C, is $14.80 for $18.60 Golden Oak Side
In writing the contract he described
boards
a few days In the Duke City.
other property than that which she spending
Mr. Burrows Is connected with the
anj thousands of others.
agreed upon and refused to perform
of agriculture, and s un
department
of a Life Time.
Bargains
his part of It after she had married
der the direct supervision of the cen
him. According to her story the art
Furniture Co.
sus bureau. Just at this time he Is Rosenthal
ful Frank Is worth about $8,000 In real
to Western Union Telegraph
engaged In securing an exact stateNext
estate, stock of merchandise, etc., and ment of the financial status of
every office. Las Vegas, N. M.
as she has no means to carry on suit
county and city and town In New
prays that he be made to stand for Mexico and
to be published
It Besides praying for a divorce she In connection Arizona,
with the census report
asks that her maiden name Maria of 1903.
Mr. Burrows has completed
Concepclon Trujlllo, be restored to the work in Arizona and a
large part
her and? that she be 'allowed benna of thto
several jtoontbs
after
territory
neht alljnony, and In lieu of that such
:;
of work. He has yet,only about eight
the court may see fit She towns to visit in New Mexico before
property
will surely gain her cause
If
she
, ,.
i.
..i
completing entirely his work In the
proves all of her allegations, but southwest
Mr. Burrows' lnistiga
Stpncrs
Cherry
there isytbe other aide of the case. ;
tions haf
btMf 9pt thorough
'
i
in
nature and the result ot bi wtftw win
A Bit of History.
make interesting reading for New
Fruit Presses
An Interesting bit of history Is re- Mexicans when the census appears.
lated In connection with the death of The gentleman is one of the most
Wine Presses
Gen. McCook. Gen. McCook graduatprominent men connected with the
ed from the West Point military acad department and a well known figure
Food Choppers
emy in 1852. In the same class were In Washington oVtcial life.
six other Ohio boys, who afterwards
Vegetable and
became famous. They were Sheridan,
fastidious
of
Urd Presses
Crook, Stanley, Kautz, Woods and Nu- tastes would do well to consult with
gent All but Nugent were commis- Chas. Blanchard on the subject of Im
sioned major generals In the volunteer
ported salad oils; he Is an expert on
Sauce Pans
army during the civil war, and some the
subject, at Herman's, fancy groof them subsequently became general
cer's, Bridge street,
Preserving Kettles
officers In the regular army. Nugent
died at Fort Stellacoom, Wash., beMrs. M. B. Ward Is prepared to do
Van Dyke brown and
s
fore the civil war.
dressmaking at 902 Third
white wtre-- if it flakes
street L. V. 'Phone 174. 172-lfrom
M. Brunswick has removed
or chips, return and
For the most beautiful rooms in the
the quarters he has ocupled for years
get new piece.
past and Is now domiciled In the new southwest, go to La Pension in the
lte-t-l
Coors
block.
E.
W.
Conner's.
building adjoining
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The best of material, carefully pre
pared, nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and sprightly waiters, on at
tractive tables, in cool and comrorta-bldining room such is Duvall's
276-t- t
Restaurant.

e

White Cottokne

The Laa Vezas Lleht A Fuel Co..
are now prepared to (urnisb Willow
Hrnnk coal nt H 5(1 n.ir ton delivered.
f
or 1.1.90 by the cir

Contains nothing but pure vegetable oil
and choice beef suet. It is endorsed by
leading physicians and expert cooks as the
most wholesome and economical material
for all shortening and frying purposes,
and is for sale by

27-l-

BUILDING

2t

Shop on Douglas avenue, next door to

Furlong's pillory, prompt and careful attention iven
to all work. Estl M D Q ND
OUI1U
mates furnished.
INECARRIAGES-VE- N

Carload

received.
work.
Bee New Styles,

just
F Handsome
and reliable
Call and

z

Bridge Street.

Davis & Svdes
For lid Westkcr luxskzca

PATTY

PLUMBING
ROOFING

mmmmmmmmmmm

SPOUTING

lt&

Libby's Elegant Ccnned
Underwood'SjSupericr fcrdir.es
Deviled Crebs ,..

Iron work of all descriptions on short
notice and well done. Bells garden
tools, hose, Ac
Bridge Street

MEW

PAR

DRESSMAKING

1 lors have been opened by
Miss Winifred Sullivan at
72$ Seventh street, and laditt
are invited to ca!!.
1

Lobster

J . H. Stearns,

Grocer.

OOLCY'S

E

LIVERY for comfortable rigs and reliable teams.
Vehicles For Sale,
Standard
work in buggies, surreys, road
wagons, etc. Bridge street, weal

Browne & Manzanares Co

slda

P. CIDDIO.

SAN MIGUEL BANK

IVUOLEGALE

does repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladles' clotbing in the most satisfactory manner. Ladles' and gentle
man's tailor.

P

HOT08, VIEW8, BUTTONS,
developing and finishing for amateurs. Also watch repairing and
music furnshed for balls and
parties. J. B. Martinez, tent opp.
189-lcity hall.

I

REPAIR
and
CLEAN, DYE
men
clothing and ladies' line
tailorgarments. Also high-clas- s
OU8
ing. Work guaranteed.
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.

I

conooiznd m. .
WOOL,

HIDES

AND

PELTS

DEALERS IN . . .
An Kindt of Natlvs ProcWica,

Plowi, Harrows, Citttivatofa
McCormlca'i Mowcn and Kcsyirt
.

Gray! Thrajhlnj Machinal,
Hay, Rakes, Bala Wajom,
Grain and Woof
BalUnfTka, ISnca Vht, Etc
Ranch Sopolk, Navafe taaial.
v
"
Hay, Grain and feed.

Brick Sidewalks, ever
lasting, handsome, economical.
Work of all kinds in native red
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. AU
work guaranteed. W. W. Wal
lace. 'Vegas 'Phone 286.
Itrlfled

Ba,

LINE AMOLE SOAPS.

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

SAMPLE

! OSTEOPATHY

DRIED FRMITS AND VEOETACLES.

osteopathic Burgeon
ence. Itr. A. TUll.
t KlrkiTllle, fco,

T

I treat all diNtien itysftcla
those of chronic character.
X
ConwHationi and cxarinatioM
arc freei inqulrcn arc cordially in
vi lea w csii at ewe,
OLKEY ClOOX,

t

l.fl
w"
l'W w1,

I

f

T
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Our Work Will Plocso You
SMOOTH
EDGES
on

COUPON

LOOZB
cood for

.

C3.00

COLLARS

and

STAR

Meat Market
L V. nieM 130. Soetkwtst

O. PUu.

Both Kansas City and
Meats.

native

-

f
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At other timet by itppolotrnvnt.
Buccostarfe Dr. Purrlance.

'

las vzzzc,
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Found
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PAID UP CAPITAL, C30,G30.CO

Sale

NOW!

Ommhhr
K1TH&ST PJtSD CN

H. OCXE, Prmtkfrat

"The Old Reliable."

L Lewis Shoe & Clotbing

r. HOSXSZS,

I

Surpha. $Z3,CC0A0
.

m
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MATCH PRICES

NOTICE.

MB

OFFICERS!

BUSINESS

Major Meyers, a leading business
man of Albuquejrque passed through
the city today on his way back from
New Tork where he mixed business
to borrow money it will
and pleasure for several weeks. He The Rev. A. C. Geyer la In from the If you wish
pay you to Investigate the plan of
his
will
and
mountains
occupy
has
pulpit
the
the
heat
is
city
Empire
gays
the Aetna Building assodatioa. In- In the M. E. church tomorrow.
.v
been terriflcV
suira of Geo. H. Hunker, Bee. 129-t- f
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GLflSSii
Gutless

lij

Ilrtef IteMume of the Important

WANTED.

I i rectory.

The decision may be expected at an
early moment The arguments In the
case were made by Solicitor General
Edward L. Bartlett for the territory,
and by H. B. Holt, Esq., and Judge
A. B. Fall for the college.

THE TERRITORY.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Doiug In Xew MexWANTED Two or three boarders,
ico Towns.
ATTORNEYS.
Mrs. Kate
good for bealtbseekers.
BcU, Mineral Hill, N. M.
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
Office, Veeder block, Us Vegas, N. WANTED To sell, live or six head of
MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
cattle. One extra milk cow, giving
Attorney-At-LaQeorge P. Money,
eleven quarta per day, seven years
United States at
and
old. Mrs. Kate Bell, Mineral Hill,
Eaat
once
in
Olney building,
torney,
Walter Campbell of Santa Fe is re
N. M.
Vagu, N. M.
111.
ported
Circular anil sample distributers want
Frank Springer, Attorney-At-LaNo
canvassing.
ed
everywhere.
Offioa In Crockett building. But Ua
Supt. Hyde of the Cerrlllow smelter
Adv. Co.,
Good pay.
Kecw. N. M.
has resigned.
NY. . :
Ofllea
E. V. Una. Attorney-At-LaEaat
Vagaa,
Neill B. Field was a passenger
Ua
la Wyman block,
FOR RENT.
north this morning.
K It. v'
FOR RENT Three or Ave furnish
a
A. A. J on at, Attorney-At-La903 Main street.
C. W. Todd, the Us Vegas knight
la Crockett building, Eaat Ua ed rooms; apply
of the grip Is doing Santa Fe.
Vagaa, N. M.

Maryland justice of the peace de- clJed an action aglnst a railroad for
killing a cow near a crossing. He gave
the case to the plaintiff, because the
road had no sign at the crossing
Are
warning any one of danger.
Maryland cows expected to be able to
read?

'

collector of the In
teiml revenue left Santa Fe today for
A. L. Morrison,

.
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OUR FUNERAL
are first class
APPOINTMENTS
and we are
Mauuns. CHIC41MI.
ready at all times to carry out orders
In a thoroughly satisfactory manner.
We have made a close study ef em
Mot only did Andrew Carnegie tell
and our method Is according
1 lot of funny atoriea at the annual balming
to
most
the
recent scientific discoverand
steel
Iron
"Jamer of tba
Institute
a London, but the reports of "peals of ies and modern prsctlce.
The W. IH. LEWIS COMPANY.
Mentor" Indicate that those present
C00RS BL0CI
Mr tba point tba same night.
INDtmilRS.
mg'm

r-

UAPOOODS

stomach troii-M- e
you will
And the Bitters very
l.

It

eon-tain-

s

only

those Ingredi-

ents as will
strengthen the
stomach.

Try it lor
Heartburn,
Flatulency,
Indigestion.
or

Dyela

Malaria.

It positively cures.

a

Document Blanks
FOR SALE BY THE

KSTITUTE,

Owlcht. Ilk
One of the late millionaire Swift's
maxims was: "Business, religion and
pleasure of the right kind should be
the only things in life for any man."
All tight except, perhaps, as to the order In which they are enumerated.

constructing
feasibility
age reservoirs, follows:
THE MEADOW CITY.
"Resolved, That the honorable sec
of
the Interior is respectfully
retary
requested to direct investigation to be Soma Things About Las Vogaa Not
made as to the feasibility of construe
flonsrally Known to the
ting storage reservoirs, under the aat
Outside World.
of congress relative to the reclama
Las Vogas.meanlng "The Meadows,"
tion of arid lands, In the following lo a
the county seat of San Miguel coun:
calities within the terltory of New .y, lies
oi both sides of the Gallinas
Mexico,
iver, and, with its suburbs, has about
"1. The valley at the headwaters of 10,000 Inhabitants.
It has excellent water works, arc
the Cimarron river.
stores, beautiful residences
"2. The canyon of the Canadian (or
and incandescent electric light plant,
Red) river, from the A., T. & S. F celephone exchanges, headquarters of
railway to the Rock Island railroad the Atchison railway system, isew
"3. The valley of the Ocate in Mora Mexico division, together with rail
t:

well-fille- d

road machine shops and
and Colfax counties.
works, stock yards and large
"4.
The Santa Fe river in Santa
and dipping plants.
Fe county.
West of the river, the old town has
"And that the president of this com the quaint and picturesque Mexican
mission be directed to transmit this appearance adobe bouses, narrow,
crooked streets, native people and
resolution to the honorable secretary customs, handicrafts and occupations;
of the Interior."
but the plaza and all of the new town,
east of the river, constitute a distinc
tive American city. The streets are
8ad But Natural.
The necessity for maintaining our wide and well graded, while sidewalks
abound, shaded with growing trees.
normal educational establishment at Three
parks, filled with grass and
a high standard of efficiency and dis trees, add to the beauty and healthful
clpline Is made manifest by the In ness of the place. Handsome and
roads which matrimony is making and Innumerable lawns, set in grass
and adorned with shrubbery and
upon the working staff of the public flowers, combine to proclaim
a culturschools. Within the last two months, ed community, possessed of all mod
according to a report of Superintend ern comforts and conveniences.
Las Vegas is the natural sanatot
ent Cooley,
teachers have
rium of the United States, combining
their
the
great more natural advantages than any
positions,
resigned
majority of them to become wives.
other place In America. Her thermal
While it Is understood, of course, waters are the equal oi tho Hot
that the average girl who enters the Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
superior. There is no
normal cbool, and afterward secures is infinitely
no excessive heat or cold, no
malaria,
a teacher's certificate, and later be- gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
comes a teacher, intends fully to de- pure, dry, rarifled. and highly electrl
certain cure for consumption,
vote ber life to the profession, yet It He4
seems to be the fact that she general if the disease be taken in lime. The
hot waters are a specific for liver,
ly at some time or another in the
skin, rheumatic and blood disorders.
near future decides that her life work Her Montexuma hotel Is the finest hos
lies In another but equally useful di telry between Chicago and California
and is situated in a beautiful canyon,
rection.
five miles from town, where the hot
It goes almost without saying that springs, forty
la number, come boil
the influence of some man perhaps ing to the surface. Besides this,
some man she never knew and never St Anthony's Sanitarlam. conducted
expected to know when she entered by the Sisters of Charity, and the
conducted by Dr.
Plaza
upon her profession is responsible Willam Sanitarium,
Curtlss Bailey. M. D.
for changing her mind. Personally
Las Vegas Is the distributing point
her whole heart was bound up In the for nearly all New Mexico By the
training of our boys and girls. She Atchison system, she has connection
did not even dream of deserting them. with Kansas on the east, Colorado on
the north, Arizona and California on
She was contented and happy In her the west
and Texas and Old Mexico
vocation.
on the south. Besides these, Bhe has
Then some man came along and In more stage lines, connecting her with
terfered with all of her plans. By tributary territory, than has any other
town In New Mexico. This territory
specious argument, by appeals to her Includes the entire section east
and
tender emotions, by taking her off her south of the mountains, and com
in prises the counties of Colfax, Mbra
succeeded
guard, he eventually
Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
weaning her away from her chosen Dona
Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, ant
calling, and before she realized what
Eddy ,wlth parts of Valencia and Ber
she was doing she had forgotten the nallllo
a country larger than all New
dear little children of class C, grade England. This takes in the famous
six, and was promising in the pros valley of the Rio Grande, and the less
ence of witnesses to love, honor and famous, but not less excellent, valley
of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
obey this Intruder.
of the west.
Either we must protect our public
There are eight large wholesale
school teachers against the pernic houses, whose trade extends through
ious influence of man, or we must see out the Territory, and Into the ad
to It that In future our normal edu joining sections; while the volume of
this
and the value of the stocks
cational establishment shall be oner whichtrade,
they carry, cannot be duplicatated harmoniously and to lis full ca ed wesi of Kansas City and south of
pacity so as to meet this great drain Denver. Three merchanta' brokers
have selected the city as their disupon our teaching crops.
tributing center, the amount of their
is
It
unfortunately the case that yearly sales exceeding, In the aggreman in this Instance Is shellded by the gate, the combined sales of all other
law. He Is privileged to decimate the such brokers In New Mexico. The
ranks of the public school instructors retail merchants, of Las Vegas, are
if the public school Instructors are more numerous, and carry larger and
better stocks of goods than do the rewilling to be decimated. Inter Ocean. tail merchants of any other town In
this Territory or Arizona.
Las Vegaa has two dally and six
Baptists Denounce the Telephone.
weekly papers, three banks, three
Providence Journal. !
and loan associations, six hoProbably the world would not have building
many
tels,
boarding
houses, nine
known that the German Baptists were
a number of clubs,
churches,
a
national
holding
convention out In and all of the leading civlo and
Indiana had It not passed a resolution social societies; a roller flour mill,
forbidding the members of that de- capacity, fifty barrels per day;
establishments,
nomination to use telephones.
At five
anfirst It may seem that this is carry- cleaning a3,000,000 pounds of wool and
nually;
brewery
ecclesiastical
ing
authority beyond Its bottling establishment; a manufactory
proper limits. Vet no experienced of mineral and carbonated waters;
person can deny that use of the tele- three wagon and Carriage factories; sad
die and harness factory; a foundry,
phone does Increase the difficulties of electric
light plant, three planing
In
Biblical
all
the
strictly obeying
mills, and other enterprises of less Imjunctions which the German Baptists portance.
A city hall, tour publlo school build- presumably consider essential to sal
Masonic temple, op
vation.
lugs,
era house, Territorial Normal school
An American dentist has succeeded and Territorial Insane asylum and public buildings, constructed of red and
In pulling Emperor William for the tiwhits sandstone, unsurpassed in beautle of "hofrath," or court counselor. ty by similar edifices In any town, of
His duties are very simple the only equal size. In the states.
The latitude Is about the same aa
comes on at toothache functions.
that of central Tennessee, while the alcomTbo first step costs, but It Is apt to titude Is nearly 6,500 feet This
bination gives a peculiar, but most
be worth the price If it Is In the right
happy, result In the winter, during
direction.
the day, the thermometer seldom falls.
In the shade, below forty degrees,
Sometimes a woman will (top lov- while It often runs in the sunshine, to
five degrees or even more. On
tho thinks sixty
ing a man just benum
tho other hand, in the summer, tho
he's far enough gone to lov? her any. heat is never
oppressive, la tho shade,
way.
and no night is too warm tor com-sheep-shearin-

forty-eigh-

Las Vzgas Publishing Co.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.

J

t

Subpoena
Summons
Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
Affidavit in Attachment,
Origin.
Affidavit in Attachment, Duplicate,
Garnishee Summons, Original
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
Bond in Attachment
Execution
Order to Garnishee to Pay

Garnishee Receipt
Affidavit In Replevin
Bond in Replevin
Writ of Replevin
Appearance Bond

Peace Bond
Criminal Warrant
Criminal Complaint
Mittimus
Appeal Bond
Notice of Attachment
Criminal Comp't for Search Wa?.
Notice for Publication
Venire
Notice of Garnishm't on Exec
Forthcoming Bond
Indemnifying Bond

Appearance Bond, Dis't Court
Garnishee, Sheriff's Office
Bond, General
Road Petition
Bond of deputy

Guardian's Bond and Oath
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Letters of Guardianship
Letters of Administration
Warrant to Appraisers
Summons, Probate Court
inch 100 p.
Justice's Docket,
inch 200 p.
Justice's Docket, 8
Record for Notary Public
A True Bill
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)
Bond for Deed
Application for Licenses
'
Report of Survey
Agreement Special Lease
Affidavit and Bond in Attachment,

Original
Affiadivlt and Writ In Attachment
Duplicate.

Citation
Constable's Sale
Notice of Sale
Criminal Warrants

a'

'

General Blanks.
Warranty Deed
Warranty Deed, Special
Warranty Deed, Corporation
Deed
rr
Mortgage Deed .:.'-""
Deed In Relinquishment
Quit-clai-

Notes, per 100.
Wild Anirn',

2,

!""

Mining Deed

of Mortgage
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage, with Note
Power of Attorney

Receipt Books
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgagee with note form
,

Location

Bill of Sale
Bill of Sale, bound stock
Lease, long and short form
Lease, M'ch'dise and Per. Pr'ty
Trust Deed
Title Bond to Mining Property
Contract of Forfeiture
Bond of Butcher

Certificate

Lode Claims

Furnished Room Cards
For Sale Cards
Township Plats, large
LItho. Mining Stock Certificate
Acts, Protection

to

Minors

Teachers' Monthly Report
Oath, School Directors
Chattel Mortgages Renewal

Protest

Bills of Sale Books

Notice of Protest
Warranty Deed. Spanish
Carta de Venta
Transfer of Location
Acknowledgement for Power of

Escritura Garantizada
Escritura Sarantiyada
Declaration

Assay
At-

torney
Marriage Certificate
Bill of Sale (under law Feb., '95)
Proof of Labor
Acknowledgment
Corporation
Acknowledgment,
Authority to Gather Live Stock
Option, Real Estate
Official Bond
Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
Affidavit
Mineral Location Notice
Township Plat
Appointment of Teacher
Teachers' Certificate

of

of Assumpsit

Office Certificates

Sheriff's Sale
Sheep Contracts Partldo
Sheep Contracts Sale
Commitments
to Justice
Court

Peace

Timber Culture Affidavits
Witnesses to Pay Roll
Orders to Pay Witness Fees
Quit Claim Mining Locations
Title Bond Mining Property
Notice of Mining Locations

Proof Unsecured Debt
No. 1 Homestead Final Proof.
Homestead Applications
Homestead Affidavits
Road Petitions
Declaratory

Deputy

Write

4

Sheriff's Day Book

Assignment

Appointment

...;:. ffc

Bounty CUAm
"ueep Contracts
Certificate of Brand
Freight Conductor's Book Covers
Cattle Account Book
Road Supervisor's Book

StAtements

for Complete Price List.

ADDRESS

"THE OPTIC OFFICE,"
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
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If you have
any form of

nav

tssasm

A man who could swiftly solve the
Irrigation Resolution: The
tion passed by the Irrigation commis- most difficult mathematical problems
sion asking the secretary of the In- and easily duplicate the facts performterior to have made Investigations of ed by lightning calculators has just
died In a New Jersey asylum. Genius
certain river valleys, with regard to
stor- and Insanity again.
of
the

r
Or. E. U Hammond, Dentist,
street.
to Dr. Decker, rooma suite No. Tenth
,,
Phoenix, Jl T.
te Furnished room; Mrs. J. A. Lynn, 919
7, Crockett block. Office boura
o
IS and 1:80 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 239,
The territorial fair at Albuquerque
Jackson ave.
Cola ltf.
this
year promises to eclipse all form
Furnished rooms for light housekeep
er
efforts of the kind.
HOTELS.
1022
St.
Fourth
ing, with bath,
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
Col. Jesse Brazil, one of the origin
beds. Douglas avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, al owners of the famous Mormon gold
with privilege of light housekeeping, mine In the Argan mountains, left on
HARNESS.
918 8th St.
at
Monday last for Bisbee, rlz., to visit
Harneee
C.
The
Jones,
J.
Maker,
his
children.
street.
Bridge
house on
For Rent Four-rooB.
Seventh street; apply to
Danzlger,
Goneral Manager W. S. Hopewell
PRINTING.
Plaza.
of the Santa Fe Central has gone to
The Optic Job Rooma, Fine Com'
Torrance to meet Gen, Francis Tor
Two rooms for light housekeeping
merclal printing.
rance and other Pennsylvania promo
18; 1008, Sixth street
RE8TAURANT8.
ters of the road.
rooms
for
FOR RENT Furnished
Duval's Restaurant Short Orde-rlight housekeeping. 808 Fifth street
"Arizona Bill," as Miss Blanche
Regular meals. Center street.
1981m
is
Dunbar, the woman cowpuncher
had a fistic scrap with the Al
known,
furnished
RENT
Four
FOR
TAILORS.
partly
master who tried to
houses; apply to the Club House or buquerque depot
181-tput her off the platform. The woman
J. B. Allan, The Douglas Avenue
R. H. Golke, Hot Springs.
came out winner.
tauor.
FOR RENT A small four room turn
Territorial
Funds:
tshed house. Apply 920 Eleventh
Territorial
SOCIETIES.
164-t- f
street
Treasurer J. H. Vaughn has received
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K Of P,
the following funds: From John W,
meets every Monday at 8 p. m., at FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
treas-ue-r
Mrs. Jos- Fleming, collector and
for light housekeeping.
their Castle ball, third floor Clements
taxes
for
1902,
of
Grant
county,
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth and
Mock, corner Sixth street and Grand
147-avenue.
National Ave., No. 723.
J. J. JUDKINS. C. C.
11,647.05; Walter H. Glnney, collector
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. 8.
treasurer of Luna county
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished and
SAUL ROiwTNTHAL, M. Of F.
rooms with kitchen privileges In ad- taxes for 1902, $752.12.
dition. Inquire at 810 Douglas ave
o
' I. O.
i
Las Vegas Lodge, No. 4,
nue.
Homestead Entry: The following
meets every Monday evening at their
hall. Sixth street. All visiting breth FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mean homestead entry was filed yesterday
ren are coraiauy invited to attend. J.
ranch, two miles east of city. Can morning with the register and receiv
take care of cattle, mulea and hors er of the U. S. land office: Alberto
H. York, N. O.: J. B. Meckel. V. O.:
f
as. Inquire 716 Grand avenue.
T. M. Blwood, Sec ; W. E. Crltes,
Corona of Finos Wells, N. M., 160
Trees.; 8. R Dearth,
Cemetery FOR
HIRE, Cheap Team and rig acres of land, in Valencia county, beiTusiee.
for campers. Vegas 'phone 326.
of sec
ing the southeast
SJ. P. O.
Meeto first And Third
tion 1, T. 2 N., R. 12 E.
Thursday evenlnga, each month, at
For Rent.
Blxth street lodge room.
Vial ting
It's an Injustice to Pof. F. A. Jones,
orocoers cordially ivitea.
Four rooms, Rtrdon and corrals, In
efficient director of the mineral
the
A. A. MALONEY, Exalted Ruler.
otct town, (8 0.
T. B. BLAUVELT, Sec.
for the St. Louis exposition to
Fine home, 7 looms, nice lawn, large exhibit
"Dr." to his name. The gentleprefx
barn and orchard, In north part of
Rsbekah Lodge, I. O. O.
Meets
man was unfortunate enough to re
second and fourth Tburaday evenings
city. I.IO.(').
of each month at the I. O. O. F. hall. Three rooms and lath In Old Town ceive a doctor' degree from the Nash
Mrs. Sarah Roberts, N. G.; Mrs. Bar- villa college of law, but he Isn't proud
$10.00.
an unies, v. U.; Mrs. A. J. Worts
of
it, and doesn't care to be known
Nice
office room, 17.00.
See.; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Treaa.
title.
Storage room for household goods by the
o
200-t- f
Us Visas Royal Arch Chanter No.
John II. May, captain of Co. A., Las
8. Regular con vocal lona first Monday MOORE REAL ESTATE
in eacn montn. visiting companions
has received word that the
AND INVESTMENT
CO. Cruces,
generally invited. M. R. Williams, E
tents, guns and accoutercompany's
193-tf- .
625 Douglas Avenue.
H. P.; C. II. Sporledor, See.
ments had been assigned and would
bo here In a short time. The company
Las Vaaaa CammMiMni If nr td
FOR SALE.
S. Regular conclave second Tuesdsy
Is making preparations to go Into
FOR SALE A four room house on camp at Fort Russell, Wyo., next
of each month.
Visiting knights
E. CO fool lot; must be sold at unce, 1100.
coruiaiiy welcomed. John 8. Cla-month, and from present Indications
1109 Eleventh stroot
C; Chas. Tarn me, Reo.
71106
will probably report with 35 or 40 men,
We have a good
house v.tt which will, Indeed, be a most exiel
Eastern Star, Regular Communicand
cold
hot
close In lont showing.
water,
bath,
ation second and fourth Thursday even-lag- s
o
on best corner lot In the city, line
of each month. All visiting brothThe
Santa Fe Board of Traded
ers and sisters are cordially Invited.
lawn and large shade trees. House
Mrs. Julia Webb, worth
of
board
meet
Its
milmn.
Santa
at
Fe
trade,
Is nicely arranged
roomers
for
Earnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
Price 12,500; can carry part on Ing Wednesday night, held its annual
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A. Howell,
election of oflloere and took steps to
monthly payment plan If desired.
Treaa.
secure a number of industrial enter
L.
Fine building lots in all parts of the prises for Santa Fe.
B. Prince was elected president; ColMISCELLANEOUS.
city at reasonable prices.
Why do you pay rent when you can onel George W. Knaebol, vice presl
call-linaTHT not have a new,
house almost dent; S. Spits, treasurer; W. N,
buy a nice
card as well aa a stylish dress T
new, with barn, lawn and trees In Townsend,
secretary; Major Fred
Order a shaded old English card at
good location for tUOO, only 1300 Muller, Major R. J. Palen, Mayor I.
The Optic.
cash and balance in email monthly Sparks, 3. G. Schumann, Grant Riven
payments.
burg, Col,, Knaebel and
PajIW VEGETABLE.
I I fresh from the
Prince, trustee.
garden. Leave or MOORE REAL ESTATE
""
o
AND INVESTMENT CO.,
ror liar
oiaiers
convent
ai
UnwB
The Mandamus Case: The hearing
193-t- f
A
.
.
625 Douglas Avenue,
.
ney McNally.
,
and arguments In the matter of the
FOR SALE Seven two year old
petition for a mandamus by the board
registered Hertford bulls; acclimated or regents of the New Mexico college
vaccinated and In fine condition. Ash- - of
agriculture and mechanic arts at
Icy Pond, Jr., Watrous, N. M. 169-t- f
Mesllla park against Territorial Treas
urer J. H. Vaughn to compel him to
transfer certain sinking funds to the
wSnJslBSsaSsCsJ' BVJfcrBTsTlwSsSf
fund for the maintenance of the college to the amount of 125,000 under
a proviso of the appropriation law en
acted by the 35th legislative assembly
and which was heard before Associate
C2m.TZZV3 ATTDITIOM
Justice John R. McFle In chambers on
Wednesday and Thursday of this
week, have been closed and the judge
has the matter now under advisement
too-raaan-

SSBBsa

resolu

Of-fle-

FOR RENTTwo aulta of furnished
423
rooms for light housekeplng,

to

For C.KOMnness,
piu
Morphins sad
other Drug Using,
tksTabacco Habit
and NsuruH) anil.
TXE KEELEY

A

Ui

DENTISTS.

OPTIC JULY 18, 1903

court-hous-

fortable sleep, usler one or two
blankets. The sun will shine alno
days out of every ten, the year round.
This, with the extreme dryness of the
air, caused by the very slight precipitation of moisture; the resinous aroma, rolling down from the pine-clamountains; the large amount of
in the air, and the consequent
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
the location of the town,
by mountain and mesathese all conspire to produce an atmosphere which
is a balm to all diseases of the respiratory organs. The percentage of
death from consumption is lower in
New Mexico thun It Is anywhera else
In the United States; and no other
place In New Mexico excels Las Vegas
In the salubrity of its climate. Asth
matics experience Immediate and per
msnent relief, in this altltudo.
In the way of health and pleasure
resorts, Las Vegss is unrivaled. In a
radius of twenty miles, Id romantic
mountain glens and beside babbling
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas
hot springs. Harvey's, El Porvenlr,
else-trlclt- y

land-locke-

Blake's, Sparks' Sapello, Roclads,
and other places, too numerous to
mention, whero health can be recovered, and life becomes a pleasure to
the ennuye, the invalid, the over
worked business man.
This Territory ts rich in everything
iron, copper, coal, lead, silver, gold,
that constitutes the wealth of nations,
mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles,
gypsum, salt.soda in endless variety and
exhaustless quantities, are among the
several products of the country which
Las Vegas commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that in each
Of these Drime articlaa nf prnnmarra
this city Is the best market in New
Mexico, sne nanaies more wool than
all the other towns in the Terrltorv
combined, while her commerce In hides
is iruiy enormous, in tho same way,
she stands
tor her trade
in grains, hay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade in Ice,
gathered in the neighboring mountain
canyons, extends east into Kansas
west into Arizona, and sooth into Old
Mexico.

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY
hoes were cold in Great Britain. In
1901 the wale amounted to 1,035,396
pain. In Germany a persistent effort
was made to exclude American shoes,
but in spite of that the sales, which
Mock quotation
were 812 pairs in 1S92, increased to
the following New York
Vhlunembers
Bro
mm received bv Lew
- :
122,689 pairs in 1902.
I aad Crock'
cuo Board of Tirade), room Las
Phone M,
Vegas Phone
tt Block. (Colo. own
110,) oer their
private wire from New
As soon as King Edward heard that
York, Chicago and Colorado Springs; correspondent of the firms of Lcgau A Bryan M. Y. Mr. Morgan had come over he hurried
iHew York biock
andUtilCH
aud Oulcago Board of Trade, and W m. back to England.
A. Otis Co.. Bankers aad Brokers. Colorado
A Box of Old Coins Unearthed.
Olose
iKscrlDtlon
A box of old coins supposed to have
l
Amalgamated Copper......
amencan sugar.....
...."03 been buried by the Tories during the
.......
At hlBnnnm
revolutionary period was recently un
:
B.ao.......
earthed by laborers working on one
T
B. B.
of the eastern railroads, but as the
fH
Chicago & Alton Com
c. v7i
'
coins were about two centuries old
Oola Sou
" " grstpfd
they would probably have .no more
"
"
Sad pfd
.. 17
vale today than many of the remedies
0. tt. W
.
at
O
ana
0.4
.. 30 compounded for stomach, liverneces
Brie
bowel disorders. It is therefore
St pfd
recover
..107
your
LAN...
sary, if you want to
Mo. Pac
health, to be caretul in the selection ot
Norfolk
restore
will
the
a
medicine
appe
rac. Mall..
" 50 tite, purify that
the blood and cure head
Beading Com
......
B 1 Com
.. 6tf? ache, Indigestion, dyspepsia, constipa
" pfd
tion or liver and kidney troubles, you
Republic Steel and Iron
.. 72
will make no mistake if, you will try
pfd
..141K
8t P
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because
p
it will positively cure these diseases.
Southern By...,
" "pfd .
Hundreds of people have voluntarily
T.O. I
testified to this fact during tbe past
... 27
Tel. Pac.
.. 77 fifty years.
TJ. P

"

V. P. pfd
U.S.S

..

"

pfd....
Wabash com ...
Wabash pfd....
VDi
Hei.Oent..
Manhattan
Wis. Cent.

77

19
3D

Pfd.

Grain and Provisions.

.

Close July 18, 1903.
Wheat July 75

Sept. 76

3--

Dec. 76

Corn July, 49
Dec. 49.
Oats July, 37
Dec. 33
Pork-Ju-

Sept. '49
5--

Sept

1-- !

32

1--

ly,

Lard
Ribs

July
July,

$14.45; Sept. $14.45.
$7.87; Sept. $8.58.
$8.50; Sept. $8,50.

When a man sees two women whirl
ing along alone together In 'an automobile he always looks instinctively to
see the smashup.
Cholera Infantum.
This has long been regarded as one
of the most dangerous and fatal dis
eases to which infants are subject. It
can be cured, however, when properly
treated.
All that la necessary is to
give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil, as
directed with each bottle. For sale
by all druggists.

Night Was Her Terror.
large bead indicate brains; a big
Working Night and Day.
would cough nearly all night
The busiest, and . migatlest little head, a lack thereof...... .. ..
long." writes Mrs. Chas. Applegale,
thing that ever was made is Dr.
SSMl
No.
of
tHemestead
Alexandria, Ind., "and cauld hardly
Entry
These
Pills.
pills
King's Ne Life
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
get any sleep. I had consumption so
change weakness into strength,
into Land offlce at Santa, Fe, 8. at., June 10, bad that it I walked a block I would
Into energy, brain-fa1103.
y, ...
,,,
cough frightfully and spit blood, but.
mental power. They are wonderful in
Notice is hereby given that the fol when all other medicines failed, three
25c
health.
the
per
Only
up
building
lowing-name- d
settler has filed notice $1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
box. Sold by all Druggists.
of his intention to make final proof in
wholly cured me and I gained 68
Little girls under ten years of age support of his claim, and that said pounds." It's absolutely guaranteed
can no longer be employed in South proof will be made before U. S. Court to cure Coughs, ColJs, La Grippe,
Carolina cotton mills. This shuts the Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
babies out at any rate.
July 25th, 1903, viz:
Troubles.
Price 50c and $t. Trial
VIDAL DURAN
bottles free at all Druggists.
USE ALLEN'S FOOT EASE'
Sec. 9, T. 16N, R. HE.
for the NW
A powder to be shaken Into tbe
He names the following witnesses
shoes. Your feet feel swollen, nerv-ou- to prove his continuous residence up
and damp, and get tired easily. on and cultivation ot said land, viz:
Suocessor to A. O. SCHMIDT
If you have aching feet, try Allen's Julian Coca, of Mineral Hill, N. M.;
.
It rests he feet and Tomaa Benavldez, ot Mineral Hill, N.
Manufacturer of
makes new or tight shoes easy. Cures M.; Juan de Dlos Lucero, ot Mineral
aching," swollen, sweating feet, blist Hill, N. M.; Benito Crespln, of Mineral
ers and callous Boots. Relieves chil
and Dealer in aU kinds of '
Hill, N. M.
blains, .corns and bunions of all pain
'
; MANUEL R. OTERO,
mini Mautrjr Maraf-waWrngmm ttmlmeml,
and gives rest and comfort. Try it to186 30t.
Casseraf aTMAsMWlrAAaaj
Register.
and
shoe
day. Sold by all druggists
tmmalml- -,
dealers, 25c. Don't accept any sub
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Or. Mmt faaorta AMNsltW
stitute. Trial package Free. Address
Department of the Interior,
AT FOUMTAM SQUAHt
Alltn S- Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
Land Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 16, 1903.
No doubt King Edward will put his
Notice is hereby given that the
own construction on the fact that an
settler has filed notice
enormous crowd of Parisians assem following-namebled and cheered when he took his of his intention to make final proof
that
in support of his claim, and that said
departure.
proof will be made before the United
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
States Commissioner at Las Vegai,
for children. Mother Gray, for years N. M.. on July 27, 1903, vis:
The Sutton Tripoli atone fitter
FERMIN SALAZAR,
a nurse in the Children's Home in
removes all Impurities from water
New York, treated children success of Trementlna, N. M., for the NW
and delivers a plentiful supply. Is
SW
SB
and S
of SE
fully with a remedy, now prepared and SE
perfectly simple, Instantly clean-abl4, Sec. 25, T. 15N., R. 23 E.
placed in the drug stores, called
See it working at The Optio
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
He names the following witnesses
office. For sale by S. P. Flint
Children. They are harmless as milk, to prove his continuous residence upon
Prices $2 to $6. Central hotel.
nleasant to take and never fall. A and cultivation of said land, viz:
consticertain cure for feverishness,
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementlna,
pation, headache, teething and stom N. M.; MUeclo Sanchez ot Las Vegas,
m
ach disorders, and remove worms. At N ,M.; Feliberto Sanchez of TremenBefore PlaclngJYour Order
all druggists, 25c. Don't accept any tlna, N. M.; Sesarlo Sanchez of Tre
See Those Nobby
substitute.
Sample sent Free. Ad mentina, N. M.
dressAUen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
J
190-3Register.
Booker Washington says that the
education of the negro at Tuskegee Is
Ooods In the Piece 1
begun with a toothbrush, and now
to select from. . . . jf
there is a loud demand tor bath tubs
HACK
down at Yale.
Best lack Service In the city. Meet all
1
TAILOR.
trains. Valla are promptly aitncli-- to.
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
H. L. Cooley's livery stable,
Offlce
at
Is the ideal summer resort for rest,
health and a good time. Home cook
ing with unlimited spply of Jersey milk
and butter. Burros free for riding.
Delightful trips In every direction
Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
returns Friday; $10 for the week, in
cluding passage. Leave word at MurDhey's, Wooster's or Weld's. Address
tf
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M.

imrnr Lonnizni

8

Foot-Ease-

No Pity Shown.
Wool.
"For years fate was after me conST. LOUIS, Mo., July 18. Wool
F. A. Gulledge, Ver
steady; territory and western medium, tinuously" writes
bena, Ala. "I had a terrible case ot
coarse, 13
16 18: fine, 14
Piles causing 24 tumors. When all
failed Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
o
me. Equally good for Burns and all
Brutally Tortured.
at all
and pain:. Cn'j- ii-A case came to light that fcr per aches
slstent and unmerciful torture has Dr'ggists.
nerhans never been equaled. Joe
Whenever a woman ...... j that she
Golobick of Colusa, Calif., writer:
can make a m-utterly, hopelessly
"
endured
I
15
Iusut.
"For
years
miserable, she Is r.reti su: ; he loves
pain from Rheumatism and uotuiuj
can make him very
relieved me though I tried everything her and that she
Women
lots of sense.
have
happy.
came across Electric Bitters
known,
on Can't fool 'em!
and it's the greatest medicine
earth for that trouble. A few bottles
Very Remarkable Cure for Dlarrohea.
of it completely relieved and cured
"About six years ago for the first
KidLiver
and
as
for
me." Just
good
time In my life I had a sudden and
ney troubles and general debility. severe attack ot diarrhoea, says Mrs.
Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed by Alice Miller of Morgan, Texas.
"I
all Druggists.
got temporary relief but It came back
Vast Increase In Foreign Shipment again and again, and for six long
years I have suffered more misery and
Chicago Inter Ocean.
We sold abroad In the last fiscal agaony than I can tell. It was worse
than death. My husband spent hunyear 4,000,000 pairs of shoes for
This proves that the Ameri- dreds of dollars for physicians' pres
can shoe is more popular than it was criptions and treatment without avail.
in 1900, when European manufactur- Finally we moved to Bosquo county,
ers began making plans to keep it out our present home, and one day I hap
pened to see an advertisement ot
of the market.
One-thirof the American shoes ex Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DI
arrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
ported go to Great Britain, and
We a man who bad been cured by It. The
more to British Australia.
sell shoes to the value of $500,000 a case was so similar to my own that
reyear to Mexico, as many to Cuba, and I concluded to try the remedy. The
as many to Canada. The greatest in sult was wonderful. I could hardly
crease in the demand for American realize that I was well again, or be
shoes Is In Great Britain, and in dis lieve It could be so after having suf
tricts that ten years ago were sup fered so long, but that one bottle of
medicine, costing but a few cents,
plied by the British manufacturies.
In 1892 only 1,507 pairs of American cured me." For sale by all druggists.
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Spring Suits!
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RUSSell,

THE

Mr. Sully and his friends, with est!
mated profits of $5,000,000 made in
cornering cotton, can now afford to
take a tour through the South and see
how cotton grows.

are Sickly,
Many School Children
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, used by Mother Gray,
nurse In Children's Home, New York,
break up Colds In 24 hours, cure feverishness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the bowels, and Destroy Worms
Mrs. Emily Maronn, Merlden, Ct,
"It is the best medicine in
says:
the world for children when feverish
and constlpateJ." Sold by all druggists or by mall, 25c. Sample sent
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
Roy, N. Y.
Five years' total abstinence Is said
to be required as a permanent cure
for the drink habit, and as John
Sullivan once went through five hours
of It he has a hope.
s
Valuable Time Saved.
Slight Injuries often disable a man
and cause several days' loss ot time
and when blood poison develop!
sometimes results in the loss of
Pain
hand or limb. Chamberlain's
Balm is an antiseptic liniment. When
applied to cuts, bruises and burns
causes them to heal quickly and with
out maturation, and prevents any dan
ger of blood poison. For sale by all
druggists.
,

resident of Gotham has petitioned
the board of aldermen to pass a reso-

THAT MADE

Homestead Entry No. 4963.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
June 23rd, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-namesettler has filed notice of
bis intention to make final proof In
support of bU claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probat
clerk of San Mleuel county at Las
Vegas, N. M., on August 5th, 1903, viz
GREGORIO GARCIA
Soc. 15, T. 13 N., R.
for the SB
22 E.
He names the following witnesses
residence
to Drove his continuous
upon, and cultivation of, said land
viz:
Juan Quintans of Las Vegas, N. M.
Preclliano Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M
Benlgno Martinez of Las Vegas, N.
M.: Juan Garcia of Las Vegas, N. M
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,

J

VEGaAS!

Santa Fe Time Table
SAMSOCSD.
Vo. SPan. arrive 1:45 p.
Pep 1:10 p. m.
No, ft fats, arrlva 1:69 a.
Dep. ts0& a. at.

a.
a.

WSST

MOTTO,

In connection with the'
ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KAN
SAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
MEMPHIS and principal points EAST,
NORTH and SOUTHEAST.
ROCK

Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour
Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
Cars and Day Coaches on all trains.
Dining Car Service .Unexcelled..

a. ist

No. 1 Pas, arrive 1S:4S p.m. Dep. 115 p.
No. T Pass, arrive 1:30 p. a.
i;JS p. m.

"

t and 4 carry

Pullman ears only.
o
Nat Is tbe local train east bound; also car
Call on nearest agent for full Infor
ries Pullman sleeper for Uenvar, Kansas City mation or address the undersigned.
and Uulcago; also tourists can. This train
N. B. For handsomely illustrated
arrives La Junta 10:20 p. m. Connection for booklet descriptive of
Pueblo, Colorado
Sprints and Denver
CLOUDCROfT,
(No. ft leaves La Junta M a. m. arrive the Premier Summer Resort
of the
Pueblo :l a. m. Colorado Springs t:M a. m Southwest, send four cents postage to
Denver :80 a. m.
A. H. BROWN,
No. 1 1 a local train west-boun-d
and Is a
General Passenger Agent, ;
Southern California train, carries Pullman
E. P.-System,
sleeper and Tourist sleepers and Ctialr Oar
El Paso, Tex.
for Los Aturetes.
No, 7 Is Nortnern California train earning
Puliinan and Tourist sleepers and Chair
Oars for San Francisco; also carries sleeper
for El Paso. Arrives Albuquerque 10:O n.
Connection tor El Paso, Demlng and Sil
ver City. Leaves Albuquerque 11:00 p. m.
Arrives El Paso 7:85 a. m.i Demlng 7:10 a. m.
Silver City 10:15 a. m.
Ma I Is through train for Cblcagncarrylng
Pullman and Tourist sleepers and Chair car.
Arrive La Jauta 11:35 a. m. Connection for
Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver.
INo. aOSl leaves La Junta li;90 p. m. Arrives
Pueblo 1:10 p, m.i Colorado Sprint's 8:40 p. so,
Denver p. m.
Santa Pe branch trains connect with Nos.
t, 7 and 8.
y
rr .ft
Boundtrlp tickets to points not over 135 ma,
10 per cant reduction
Commutation tickets between Las Vegas and
Rot Springs 10 rides ll.oo.Oood fto darn
Noa.

,U0

am
0
M

1

BSCS

a ssssbsssi
uev; fast Tnan
BBBBSBsassasBSi

aaasasssssBBj

at. Louts

Between

D.& R. Q. System
Santa

Fe Branch

OXUMIOrJA CITY.
WICHITA.

c::er;uan,

Tim Table

No. 71.
t Effective Wednesday April 1,
IAST BOUND

and Kansas City aad

1003.

DALLAS

TC3T

WIRT BOUND
Miles No. tst
...Santa Fe..Ar..
6:3) pm
..EHinola..Ar..S4... . 8:00 pm

wenru

And prlnolpal points la Texas and the float-wa- st.
This train la new throafffcoe sad Is
.Waiu..Lv.
made np of the 11 nasi equipment, provided
11:00 am. l.v
au now smsn
Mectno
nnis
l:lKDm..l.v ,...Kinl)udo..Ar..M... . 1:06 pm
ellng nonvamlestoas. It runs via our now
t:40nm..Lv, Tre I'liHlras.Ar. tW... ,10:05 ni completed
t):Stnm..Lv ...Antunlto. .Ar.125...
...Alau.osa... Ar.153 . .6:10 am
S:05am..Lv ,.l'uUlo...r 2H7... 1:37am
T:Uam..Ar, Denver.... Lv.sus... S.M p m
very atplhsaee knows to modern, oar
building aad railroad log has beea employed
to the make-u-p
of this aervloe, laoladiaff
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
under the snanaffement ot Fred, gawraj.
branches as follows:
Full Information as to rates aad all eW'a el
At Antonlto for Durango, Bllyerton and all
trip via this aew roete will be ehsi -rarnuhed, upon application, by aay rtyiv;
points In the Ban Juan country.
eaatattve
of the
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) for La
Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
also with narrow gauge for Moute Vlsta,tDe)
Norte Oreede and all points In the San Luis
valley.
At Ballda with main line (standard gauge)
for all points east and west Including Lead
vllle and narrow gauge points between rial
Ida and Grand Junction.
Ac Florence and Oanon City for the gold
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs aud Denver
with aU Missouri river lines for all points
east.
COUW-WavJT- Y
. ,
For further information address the under.
signed.
I.
mi
Through passengers from Banta IT In
standard gauge jleepers from Alamosa can
have berths reserved on application.
B. W. Bounmg, General Agent,
NO.

4U0.

river CM:;:r..

Red

Ccli Cbcsrve:!sa Ccrs.

j

lit

RETAIL PRIGESi
2.000 lbs or more each delivery, 10c per 100 lbs
"
15c per 100 lbs
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
" 20c per 100 lbs
200 to 1,000 lbs
" 25c per 100 Ids
50 to 200 lbs.
" 30c per 100 lbs
Less than 50 lbs

HantaPe.NM
9. K.

Uoorsa.

O. P. A.,

Denver. Oola

The Best
"

AGUA

CO

PURA

CmOEi 620 Douglas Avenue,

J

There is in

Printing
S

is not

Laa Vegas, Raw ZTaxho

THE MONTEZUMA

Las Vegas Hot Springs,
Aad

-

-
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Too
Good for
Our Customers.

JL2T:
rn.mA.rn.mm
Our Pride'i in
Our Printing

AND BATHS

A

lution forbidding a man from kissing
his wife on Sunday, Does this man
realize that he has been sidetracked
for about a century.

pURE

Mountain Ice

n

.

TIM.

g

65.

15.

tL

1

The next day feelings of the gentlemen who accompany the president on
his western horseback rides although
they hadn't mounted a horse before in
Weekly Bank Statement
reserves many years, may he far better imag
Reserve inc. $5,270,000;
less U. S. inc. $5,268,575; loans, dec. ined than described.
$2,513,500; specie inc. $4,190,300; le
For a lazy liver try Chamberlain's
gate, inc. $1,845,900; deposits, inc. $3,- Stomach and liver Tablets.
They in
064,800.
aid
the
the
liver,
digestion
vigorate
.
o
regulate the bowels and prevent bul
New York Stock Letter.
lous attacks. For sale by all drug
NEW TOK, July 18. The opening
gists.
London
was oulet and uncertain.
sent irregular quotations (or Ameri
A New York exchange states that
can securities. New York Central Mollneux hasn't spoken to his wife
was supported on the idea that Mr. since his
acquittal, hut there is no ev
Vanderbilt in taking active charge tdence of Mrs. Mollneux having enter
would benefit the property in a mark- ed
any complaint.
ed degree. There were appearances
Paul
and
of short covering in St
No man or woman in the state will
views of the northwest crop reports hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's
were more hopeful.
Stomach and Liver Tablets after once
:
o
They always produce
trying them.
Live Stock.
a pleasant movement ot the bowels,
KANSAS CITY, July 18. Cattle improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all
unchanged; native steers $4.005.15
Texas and Indian steers, $2.40$4.00
Texas cows, $2.10$2.90; native cows
and heifers, $1.60$4.50; stockers and
Possibly Bonilla was not elected
bulls, $2.00
feeders, $2.35$4.00;
president of Honduras, but he has
western one of his opponents in Jail and the
13.75: calves. $2.25$4.50;
steers. $3.00$4.85; western cows; other on the run in Nicaragua, and
$2.25 $3.30.
things seem to be coming his way.
Sheep Market firm; muttons, $3.00
Driven to Desperation.
range
$3.20$6.00;
4.95; lambs,
at an out of the way place,
Living
ewes,
$3.00$4.
wethers, $3.00'$5.00;
remote from civilization, a family is
CHIAGO, July 18. Cattle market often driven to desperation In case of
accident, resulting in Burns, Cuts,
steady; good to prime steers, $5.10
$5.60; poor to medium, $4.00 $5.00; Wounds, Ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply
stockers and feeders, $2.00$4.0O; of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
cows, $1.50$4.00; heifers, $2.25$4.-75- ; best on earth. 25c at all druggists.
canners, $1.50$2.80; bulls, $2.25
Texas
The people of this country sym
$4.35; calves, $3.00$6.00;
pathize with that smuggled in Chinese
fed steers, $3.25 $4.75.
Sheep Steady; good to choice leper, Dong Gong, In his affliction; but
wethers, $3.75$4.10; fair to choice the main thing is to get his Dong
westen sheep, Gong carcass back to China as soon
mixed. $3.00 $3.75;
.
native
lambs, $3.00$6. as possible.
$2.50$4.25;

15;
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THE

New Mexico

A HEALTH RESORT
try the nineral Water Baths . Baths of all klaas glvsn

jap nsorjrol

The Past

Baths unrivalled tor Rheumatism.
,
,
This famous resort affords sumptuous accommodations at reasonable prices. The
Las Venus Hot
Monuuuma can comfortably provide for spvitrnl hundred
SprliiK Is one of the few really sat iHfoctory ltocky Mountain resorts, and has In connection a modern himpltit), and comuetent phynlclniiH mid nurse, thn Montezuma
ranch and hut nouses, also parka and adjacimt canyons that are unrivalled In beauessential the rlirht altitude, a perfeet clluiatn. attractive surround.
ty. It has everywaters
and ample opportunity for rerrenllvn. The Ideal place for a
lum, medicinal
vacation outlriK. Further Information gladly furnished.
W. H HINTON, A. B., M. D., Medical Director.
W. E. TALBOT, Mansger.

gut.

li
v4HHIM4vvvvf Itltll
I Winters Drug Co. PHARMACY" I
Dealers In y f

OPTIot

i

Monuments
In marble and brown stone,
work guaranteed. ;'
Tarda, corner Tenth street ani
.
..
Douglas avenue,
MILES SWEENEY. Pre;
- All

Tent City, Coronsdo Huaoh, California.

I

DRUGS, HEDICINES and CHEMICALS.

Patent medicines, sponges,
syringes, soaps, combi and brushes, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
Physicians' prescriptions carefully comkept by druggists.
pounded and all orders correctly answered. Goods selected
with great care and warranted as represented.

Las Vegas, New Mexico,

HHIIimiMIIIMMIIimillMIMMIIMMMMMMl

to thefinestOcean
Go West
world.
summer Climate
is

California's

Surf bathing
--

Cool Trip on the

ocean breezes

in

tbe

Santa Fe.
snow-cappe-

d

Sierras.

You can buy a combination round trip ticket to Coronado this summerIncluding railroad and Pullman fare, meals en, route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' beard and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price.
Tont City Is a popular Southern California summer seaside resort
Write for full particulars about this delightful vaceHoa trip.

Atchison, Topeka

,.n.r.Ry.

W,J.LVCA.
crania TT,o uvSiku

V:

LAS

0

ENDED IN MARRIAGE.

nSftEQTyV CITY HAPPENINGS
There came sear being a fatality
In the swimming pool at the Hot
tlo'ckK. .
SDiinu yesterday. Three men were
Mrs. Chas. Shirk U threatened with In the
at 9 time enjoying a
I
aa attack ol appendicitis.
plunge when one of them David Har
I trwA
nllmKoi) nit Ml trt tha trSnAft Slid
The UtUe eon of Patricio Goniales I
tnrtb .nd oth.
ra uaiea on we sick iui
Tirin of this
niBvIni, Pr.
however he endeavored to swing over
The Continental Oil company have
" "u"
luv
renewed their license for the next I nu
this ermine

Normal Bead practie

,,k ...

..'.,
,,,

Alnn

""
Ifn. I

I..

vu
(ha tlHd rf
1

JJ

lhA ttrvtl

.1..

A

Vm

.

t mlaopn

noticed
C. Trainer wag numbered the water. His companion
among the sick today, suffering with that he was unable to swim and went
gallantly to his rescue and succeeded
a severe cold.
In bringing him to shore before life
Albino Salazar of Bernat has taken wag extinct although he was in
irt a license to do a mercantile bus- - very exhausted condition and had to
loess during the next year.
be worked on for some time before
he rot n inert to consciousness.
The
Mrs. C. 3. Utoner chaperoned a num.,.
who mada the re8CUft were
.
...
. Mftphlnlflt
ber of people up the canyon this
morning on an outing trip for the day. piegg
tne v,ctlm WM yery
ful to them when resuscitated and
Mrs. Art Lowe drove up the canyon
swears by the moon and stars that
this morning to spend the day with
henceforth he will steer clear of all
were
friends
who
of
plcnlck
party
'
swimming pool
log there,' .
The board of trade has received a
Rather line, that harness with solid
copy of the official poster of the
on
Which
silver mountings
Cooley
commercial congress, the
Bridge street was opening up this I
convention of which Important organ
';
uornlng.
izatlon will be held this year, August
Caatula Bllva and W. 0. Thompson M""2 at Seattle, Wash. The board
e
tave each been granted a mercantile 0RS een asked to appoint four
tes. Any Las Vegan who wishes
to do business for the next
visit to this resourceful sec- year on the west and east slJe re- - to
uon
01 lne union may receive creden
gpectlvely.
tials by calling upon the secretary of
A Texas Steer was rehearsed again the board, Hon. Geo. P. Money. Tick
at the opera bouse last night and as ets be bought fromi August 2 to Aug
tisual was of the most satisfactory ust 15, good till October 15. A round
nort. The next rehearsal will be Tues- - trip ticket from Albuquerque or El
Paso Is only $51. Prom Colorado
Bay night r
common nolnts. the rate Is tin. Th
H. A. Harvey left this morning for rates are ouen to evervbodv.
Now
jus mountain resori wun wree large Mexico ofdeera of the convention are:
w.guu tuua vi uei wuo wm mreuu Hon, L. Bradford Prince, 2nd vlce-th- e
ensuing weeks enjoying them- - president at large, chairman of ex- ecives in that vicinity,
ecutlve committee. C. J. flavin. Tin.
pl

dele-licens-

Pr

Mrs. Dolorita. 0.
"
1CA

-

do

TT.,

r

J

C

MioonZJ'Z:ZZL"T
,v..v.., n,,
Hatnn
one of th

.

.m ...
VWIIJJIOHH
will OB
Important ever hold

TV

Mt

t

i

noss, united Slates commissioner.

W. 0. Oitle of tha Mutual nf in.
surance comnanv. wandered Anwn tn
All the proceedings In the matter of the station vesterdav ewninir trt ha.
or
wis incorpQrauon oi xne
noid the train come In. While gazing
yeas have been perfected and it is Idly at the throng of travelers alight- mgniy prouawe, mat the, can for an ling for supper, his eye descried what
eiecuon or omc0ri will be made next he believed to be the familiar llnla
menta of a boyhood friend and school
Monday.
mate. "Is vour name Beesnn?" ant.T
There is a horse whlcb Is allowed the man of policies accostlne the trav
to run loose over in the vicinity of the eler. "That what It Is," was the quick
fcrldge which, will land In tha elty reply'well, I'm blessed If It isn't
pound before long and then the owner Ogle." Eighteen yoars ago the two
Will no doubt he sorry that he failed I had been chums In Cloverdalo, Calif.
I Mr.
to tie the animal up.
Ogle following his fortune in op
posite direction from the course of
Myer Friedman, the well known the star empire loft the
California
wool man has disposed of the major town. Mr. Beeson remained.
He
part of his interests In Las Vegaa and went to Denver a delegate to the
mm soon move to uoston to engage great c. e. convention and it was
In the wool business.
He will make when returning that he encountered
his old friend.
periodical vUits to Now Mexico.

wn
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Valker's Ideal

Mrs. Bessie Rand, Who Went Prom
Colorado Springs to Albuquerque
ts Find Her Daughter, Gives
Her Consent if Not Her
Blowing.

Self Scouring.
Stone Core.
Germ Proof

A marriage was the sequel to lh9
somewhat interesting tale of Mrs
Bessie Rand, of Colorado Springs and
ber runaway daughter, told by The
Optic several days ago. Mrs. Rand,
when seen by The Optic man, was on
her way to Albuquerque, called by
dispatch which announced that her
daughter was there and that she bad
been decoyed there by a man. The
lady found the statement of the case
somewhat exaggerated. The girl was
there and so was the man, but the;
had met for the first time In Albu
querque. Both bad been arrested at
the request of the mother.
The daughter,
Katharine, fifteen
years of age, had been sent the money
by her mother to come from Kansas
City to Colorado Springs. Instead she
went to Albuquerque. There she fell
In with a young Arabian, Nalfa Savol
ya, who Is employed by H. E. Fox, as
a jeweler. The couple agreed to get
married. However, money was need
ed and a letter was dispatched to the
mother which told her that the daugh
111.
ter was In Albuquerque,
The
mother investigated by telegraph and
learning something of the scheme,
made all haste to get to the Duke
City. There she had a stormy scene
with yonng Savolya. The mother fl
nally agreed to make no fuss over the
attempt to extort money and the wed
ding was celebrated In the presence
of City Marshall McMlllln.

Filter

No. 3.
Price Complete, - -

'

Vc

$6.00

This litter is desitfntd lo screw on a faucet over a link. Anyone un
attach it in a few minutci. The large faucet take the place of the original
one to draw unfiltered waters the small one is always ready with a good
supply of the fnett filtered water to be had anywhere.
Ideal niters are the only ones which are absolutely

'

c

x

to

j.

in

Lota of neonle would have home
made
every day if it wasn't
for the lack of applicants for the
" job.
'crank-turniHo need to go without it now
you
don't need to turn a crank in order to
get good home-maThe XXth CENTURY FREEZER
while it stands in
freeze,
or
without crank-turnithe pail
repacking.
Simply put in the ice and salt and
mixture and leave it alone.
When the cream is frozen as hard
as it is desired, it is removed easily and
cleanly, all ready to serve m slices.
Th whole secret lies in the way the
XXth CEHTURY FREEZER is

V
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Tha nail is made of Indura- -
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Hosiery, 2Bo

1C
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?

i;f. .,
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Red Trading Stamps With All Purchases.

BACHARACH BROS.
f

Oppotlta Oamtaneda Hotel,

DROP IN WHEN AT THE DEPOT.
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Why Sweat ?

THE PLAZA.

Cool Clothes are Cheap Now
SEE

SOME

1

RICES.

ttti

Largest and
Most Attractive
Sale of
High Character

A Great Reduction Sale on all
Our
and
Spring
and Summer Suit?.

lot No.

3094,

Suits, were $10.00,.

lot No.
1 lot No.
1 lot No.

3C41,

Suits were

1
1

.j.,

3000,

I Marx Culta

X

'

The label H. S, A M. on our stock of
these grjmd suits Is a positive guar
Hires Miai iney are mauo ay ine most
Those
renowned clothiers
dlstlnc
are all hand tailored, bearinggarments
tlon, elegance end artlstlo work,
The.o princely garment are positively worth mud
mold In tho boat oloihlng houtem today at $22 AO and
$20. Tha entire anortment goea la thh)
QfJmQrj

look for our Large

'

18.50,

Suits, were $850,
3058,
Suits, were $7.50,.
Hot No. 3550. 2- - piece Suits, were $750,
1 lot No. 2150. 3- - piece Linen Suits, were $0.00
1 lot No. 2147,
Crash Suits, were $5.00.. .
1 lot No. 2212,
Crash Suits, were $4.00 :
1 lot No. 2151,
Crash Suits, were $3.50
1 lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests
only, were $7.50. Z

I Hart, Schaffner &
X

fit

t

.

V'
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I. sArlnalv
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Some Dealers

t

.kAw w,tu

m

,

L.

"Great Majestic Range."
WhyT There is none
better, and we still
handle It. When we
tell our friends that
tho Majestic Kane
is nearer

&

tlian any other ranite
nuide, we know what
we are talking about
and can back it up.
Muji'silc lianas are
handled by dealers
only-ne-

ver

dlers.

5.00

3.75

,..now
...now
...now
...now-

3.00
2.00
6.00

-

PEOPLE'S
STORE
HEICH a
COMPANYV

We

just received
line of
Ladies' Belts that sell
on sight at
ftlie 30c 50c
75c
93c
a new

5c

An elegant line of
Waist Sets at

understand

Shirt

25o, 30c, 56c

111

and a great variety of

by

ped- -

I

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD,

J

Qekcbju. Aoest.

p
1

I

.

everyday!

Ipapen'sJ

NOVELTIES.

IP
j,
ip

y

la

ARBAGE CAN8 are required
by law. We will make to ord-

er any
corner
avenue.
Vegas

size wanted.
Shop
Grand
and Douglas
HENRY A 8UNDT.
109.

,

a

e

sj

A

Ladies'

fl

MPERIAL
favorite
people
cooking
Railroad

RESTAURANT is the
dining place of our best
those who enjoy good
03
and food service.

avenue.

Shirt

Petticoats i and

Waists.

are moving rapidly.

Skirts.

Also for this week

Ladies' Slippers and Oxfords
at
2.25
.1.5Q $2.00
Cheap
Will sell

-

'Phone

Our July ,
Clearing
Sale is in
Full Bloom.

EASTWirDrw

y

vv

-

Green Vegetables
Country Eggs,,,,,

A

"PERFECTION"

"

A Weber

6.00
6.50

...now

'

11

.

...now
...now

7.O0

tlffarAfifc rnnffA A

every year, each of course
is the lii:ST. Usually
the rantfe does not live up $
to1 their talk and
they
'
m u wo V
CliauKB rsiiKi i.
(v
searchwe
business
opened
ed for the bwst range in Jg
the world, regardless of A
cost. We decided on the $

r

7.00

rtltf IllliiiiiiniiniiT

HIIIMMIIIItlIIIHIttltMIIMHlaa
I

...now

loppy Dilo for VJorsn Doyc.
have

Dills,

Brownovlch

$8.00

wAismQA

T

MM

Mr9,

...now
.vnow

503 8IXTH STREET.

TIH?. IMWTAn (1!iTIII(J
1111J If VKl Vll uUVl 1111 vl I1VUMU
1VL
GREENBERGER,

.

it

Drop-Ctlt- sh

,eft wortn from $4.50 to $S.OO,
.
Choice, -

Hat5

a Yard

10c

ct Actual Cost,

OOe

S

Against Condemnation.
A committee from the west side
citizens' association appeared before
the board of grant trustees thU morn
ing to urge action against tho condemnation of the Hot Springs canyon
by the Agua Pura
The
company.
board at once decided to take up the
matter and requested Messrs. Cha
con and Veeder to act with E. V.
Long, secretary of the board, in pre
paring the legal answer In opposition
to the suit of the Agua Pura company
This was agreed upon unanimously.
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MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

Wash Silks

out.
Oniv three carts in all the
nail and the cylinder that holds
the mixture, and cover.
and far
Easy to use, easy to clean
more satisfactory than any other freezer
on the market, no matter how much
it costs.
Four sizes making from three pints
to four quarts.
The prices are Llow enough to suit
almost any depth of pocket-boo- k
$1.50, $1.75, $2, $3.
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it nearly over, and we must make room
for our stock of winter goods which will
soon arrive.
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The Raton Picnic.
The Raton excursion
committee
have Issued large posters which read
as follows: Grand Excursion
and
basket picnic of railroad employes to
Las Vegas, Saturday, August 22, 1903,
One dollar for round trip. The Santa
Fe management has granted the above
very low rate for railroad employes
and members of their families. From
Las Vegas to the beautiful
Hot
Springs park excursionists will take
the electric railway directly
from
tho Santa Fo depot. Fare twenty
cents for round trip or thlrty-flv- e
cents for two. The city of Las Vegas
will make this occasion a grand holl
day and will offer many atractlonB,
The special train will leave Raton
at 6 a. m., and returning will leave
Las Vegas at 7:30 p. m.

The Eastern Star order held
A number ot people In the city who
kave been saving np old rags for some very pleasant social session last night
Passengers through tho city today
their lodge room. The affair was
time past ere now anxiously Inaulrlng
were Miss Julia Dent Grant, daughter
Where there Is a carpet weaver In 8'ven In honor of Mrs. Lou Webb
the city who will weve their savings and Mrs. W. B. McGuIre who will of General Fred Grant of Fort Sam
Into carpel of handsome designs.
,0ve shortly for Minium, Colo., Houston, Tex., auj her friend, Miss
where their husbands are now employ Ingalls, niece of the late Kansas SenShower tonight and Sunday. Cool- - ed. A very ploanant evening was rc-- ator John J. Ingalls. Tho young ladles
were on their way to San Diego, Calif.,
r tomorrow, was the weather report ported by all who attended.
to visit tho family of the former's
received today, TemDcrature as tak
undo U. S. Grant, Jr.
0011 1
riooK
en yestorday was aa follows: Max- "
B,eor wm n,n "w 10 11118 clty
lmum, 83; minimum, ES; preclplta- President Nones, of the Agua Pura
tlon. .08 of an inrh- - moan nnmirtii. " "o evening or the 29th ot this
hts (laughtor-ln-law- ,
Mrs. S. M.
Co.,
s
not
imontn.
snouid
and
you
it great
7,
Nones
and the tatter's little daughter
miss la as It la a comedy of unusual
Friend of Mr. and Mrs. 8. B. Run. raerlt n1 ono lhat ro(,e reputation arrived last night from Louisville,
Ky. The gentleman will make only a
CnM- n
a will be please to hear of the for ,no
short visit The lady who was former
Mrth of a winsome, brown eved maid
a to the vminc cnunla at hPir hnm. tdo Misses Kuny bcnioit, Estnor ly Miss Mary Yeakle of Las Vegas
la San Francisco. Mrs. Runvan w.,uoyor. ana winirrea Kates were ac will spend several weeks here.
by the H. A. Har
known here as Miss Maralllta Hub- - w"nmo,'t
A large number of people are figur
I
vey naca wun passage to me ocnoonden,
maker ranch, where they will be ing on taking to the mountains tomor
row for an outing but from the looks
I. 0. O. F. will have installation
f Ruesls of the Rev. A. C. Geyer's fam
of things this afternoon some of them
ror
weeK'
Beers Monday night All members
will no doubt postpone their trip un
and visiting brothers invited to at
t tho reopening service at the til a later date when the weather is
tend. A cordial Invitation it extended
more promising.
ta the . DaughleTs
Rebekah to be Presbyterian church tomorrow, special
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Miss Irene Hamblin, the accomplish
Motto composed of Misses Blanche
Vetallatlon.
ed daughter of E. L. Hamblin, of the
"i
i
Rotbgeb and Laura Miller, and Messrs
brokerage firm of Hamblin & Moore,
"he new stereoptlcan will he used L. It. Alien and X 0. McNary, Mrs
win entertain several of her, young
e Sunday night service of the McNary organist
friends tonight at the family residence
A
hurch.
1 1
subject of
on Columbia avenue.
S. H. McGraw and wife leave to
practical interest will be
the noted night for Lamy where Mr. McGraw
given, illustrated with
George Allen and Chaa. Cunningham
Ham's Horn views. A cordial invlta- bo la a Santa Fo fireman has been will leave tonight, for Harvey's to
Uon to all.
assigned to duty on the mountain. He spend Sunday amid tho tall pines
moves all of his household goods also Wonder who is at tho other end of
The remains of Trot Robert Hoyt and wilt make Lamy his future place tho line.
were shipped on No. 2 this afternoon of residence.
Tho ladles of the Fraternal union
for Hardwleke, Vermont, whore bur
ial will take place. The mother ac- - The association male qtiartelte will are making special effort toward mak
com panted the remains to tho old sing several selections tomorrow af- - ing this coming dance on the 24th the
fcome.
Miss Cooper, tho young lady temoon at the Y. M. C. A. meeting, social event of the season.
to whom the young man was engaged, Mr. 8. W. Moore will lead the meet
A woman can be jealous of tho dewill return to her home at Frederlcton, Ing . It will be at 4 p. m., In the Bap- "' "
votion of a man to the very work that
Iowa.
ttst church parlors.
earna her bread and butter.
Mrs. , MoMurray, whose husband
The La Vegas military band have
received tholr new caps which failed was travelling engineer here some
to arrive when the reBt of the uni time ago, but who Is now located at
form dILjt,.Ia.oOhA.inie color as Topeka passed through the city this
the old .Of es but ot different shape afternon on her way from San Mar
4-P. Gasoline Engine
aud hasj a
atraftlve lettering clal to join ber husband.
a
came
with iho cap
upon
lAVt of abeWto-ttjar-a
tT the leader I J. Nelson and family left this af
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Summer Time
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